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PART I. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS 

CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL 

Section I. INTRODUCTION 

1-1. Purpose 

This manual presents basic doctrine for com- 
manders, staff officers, and military intelligence 
(MI) personnel concerning the organization, op- 
erations and employment of military intelligence 
organizations (MIO) for the Army in the field. 

1-2. Scope 

a. This manual describes the organization, op- 
erations, and employment of the MIO support 
structure (MIOSS). This manual also provides 
information concerning the relationships between 
the specified MIO and their supported commands 
and MIO support to independent units at eche- 
lons below theater army (TA). 

b. This manual is designed for use in con- 
junction with other manuals and reference ma- 
terial. Details of procedures and techniques in 
the collection and production of MI information 
are adequately described in FM 30-5 and other 
publications (app A) and have not been included 
herein. 

c. The contents of this manual are applicable— 

(1) Nuclear and nonnuclear warfare. 

(2) Employment of chemical agents and 
nuclear weapons and to chemical, biological, ra- 
diological, and nuclear defense operations. 

(3) Internal defense and development oper- 
ations. 

d. This manual is in consonance with the in- 
ternational agreements listed below. Applicable 
agreements are listed by type of agreement and 
number. Each pertain in some degree to each 
chapter and will not be listed at the beginning 
of each chapter. 

NATO CENTO SEATO 
Title STANAO STANAG SEATAG 

Operations Orders, and Adminis- 
trative/Logistic Orders   2014 2014 2014 

Operational Situation Reports  2020 2020 2020 

Intelligence Reports  2022 2022 2022 

Methods of Describing Ground Lo- 
cations, Areas and Boundaries  2029 2029 2029 

Interrogation of Prisoners of War  2033 2033   

Order of Battle   2077 2077   

Handling and Reporting of Captured 
Enemy Documents and Equip- 
ment   2084   2084 

Intelligence Estimate  2118 2118 2118 

Counterintelligence Requirements in 
Equipment Design    2805F   

Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Re- 
port Forms  3877 3377 3377 

e. Users of this manual are encouraged to sub- 
mit recommended changes and comments to im- 
prove the publication. Comments should be keyed 
to the specific page, pargaraph, and line of the 
text in which the change is recommended. Rea- 
sons should be provided for each comment to 
insure understanding and complete evaluation. 
Comments should be prepared using DA Form 
2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications) 
and forwarded direct to the Commander, US 
Army Intelligence Center and School, Fort 
Huachuca, Arizona 85613. Originators of pro- 
posed changes which would constitute a signifi- 
cant modification of approved Army doctrine may 
send an information copy, through command 
channels, to the Commander, TRADOC, Fort 
Monroe, Virginia 23351, to facilitate review and 
follow-up action. 
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siseîo®^ MILITARY lNTIIiy©lMCI SUPIP©KT— 

H—3. Dii,íifi¡’®dyeí>D®ira 
The nature and extent of the MI support required 
within the theater army depends on the mission, 
threat, operational environment, and TA force 
structure. In addition to these factors, military 
alliances, political considerations, and specific 
intelligence agreements dictate the MI specialist 
skills and strengths required to support the in- 
telligence effort. The MI group, theater army; 
MI group, counterintelligence, theater army area 
command (TAACOM) ; and MI battalions as- 
signed to the field army comprise the typical MI 
organization found within the theater army. Cellu- 
lar augmentation may also be found. Combat 
service support units within the combat zone 
receive MI support through command channels. 

H—Ty[¡§>© Sasipp®^ 
TA headquarters provides those intelligence spe- 
cialist support services that are beyond the or- 
ganic capabilities of its subordinate commands 
or those services that it can centralize for more 
efficient employment. Subordinate commands re- 
tain those intelligence responsibilities and re- 
sources which are essential to their mission and 
if centralized, could not remain responsive to the 
commander’s needs. 

a. The MI units assigned to TA, theater army 
area command (TAACOM), and the field army 
support those commands in the exercise of their 
command intelligence responsibilities. Although 
the three echelons establish working-level coordi- 
nation for many of their activities, they operate 
under the staff supervision of their respective 
command intelligence officers. There is no re- 

quirement for an MI command to coordinate or 
to provide administrative support for the three 
echelons; however, the theater commander may 
designate the MI Group, Theater Army, to per- 
form this function for all echelons, particularly 
in the area of source administration. Requisition 
and assignment of replacement or augmenting 
personnel is through normal channels. 

b. The theater army support command (TAS 
COM), using the resources of its commands and 
the MI Group, Counterintelligence (TAACOM), 
as collection agencies, produces and distributes 
intelligence of immediate concern to units in the 
communications zone. TASCOM intelligence ac- 
tivity is oriented primarily toward the threat to 
rear area security. Intelligence produced in the 
combat zone and elsewhere outside the TASCOM 
is distributed as appropriate to the TASCOM. 

c. Both the TASCOM and the field army have 
requirements for long-range strategic intelligence 
on enemy forces and areas of operations beyond 
their immediate interest. Because the TASCOM 
and the field army have a limited strategic in- 
telligence capability, they rely on TA headquarters 
for strategic intelligence needs. TA headquarters 
is responsible for anticipating and either produc- 
ing or procuring the finished intelligence beyond 
the capabilities of its subordinate commands. 

d. Besides its basic intelligence staff capability, 
TA headquarters requires intelligence staff and 
MI specialist augmentation for processing infor- 
mation and producing the intelligence required 
by the TA staff, subordinate commands, other 
service component commands, and the theater. 

¡©sitoo-D ODD. mg MILITARY IMTELLIOiMCI 
SyiFFQOT sreueïyfôg 

i—f 

V 

H—Ü. ©eiraeireall 
a. The fundamental principle of the MIO sup- 

port structure (MIOSS) is to provide the re- 
quired intelligence support to the Army in the 
field in all situations and under any operational 
environment. Through its principles of attach- 
ment of small-sized MI units at lower levels (para 
l-6c), the MIOSS also provides centralized in- 
telligence technical support and other assistance 
from parent MI organizations at field army and 
higher levels without disrupting direct respon- 

siveness of these units to their supported com- 
mands. 

6. The MIOSS consists of all MI personnel and 
units, along with administrative, logistic, and 
other support personnel, required to provide in- 
telligence and intelligence specialist support to 
the Army in the field. Since the MI group, theater 
army; MI group counterintelligence (TAACOM) ; 
and MI battalion, field army, are a major part 
of the MIOSS, a familiarity with fundamental 
doctrine is essential to understanding the orga- 

1=2 
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nization, operation, and employment of these 
units. 

c. The MIOSS must be recognized as having a 
tactical orientation. The principles of organiza- 
tion and operation as described in this manual 
apply primarily to the battlefield. The inherent 
flexibility of the MIOSS permits deviations in its 
peacetime employment without lessening its effec- 
tiveness to support the Army on the battlefield. 

d. The MIOSS is readily adaptable to integra- 
tion with Navy and Air Force intelligence assets 
for a joint intelligence effort. Likewise, it may be 
integrated with Allied intelligence assets for 
combined operations. It permits positive and 
effective management of highly specialized intel- 
ligence personnel, and it can be modified with a 
minimum of administrative effort to meet varied 
operational situations, environments and chang- 
ing intelligence requirements. 

e. The MIOSS is capable, of rapid realinement 
to support special operations to include amphibi- 
ous, airborne, special forces, and stability opera- 
tions, as well as a combination of these opera- 
tions. This is accomplished through the formation 
of new composite MI units or augmentation of 
existing units as the mission requires. 

/. The coordinated employment of all organic 
and supporting means and methods available to 
the commander for the collection of battlefield 
information and the production of intelligence 
results in an integrated intelligence system. Com- 
ponents of this system encompass all technical 
and human assets to include intelligence staffs, 
specialists, agencies, troop units, intelligence de- 
vices, equipment, and materiel. The MIOSS is 
only a part of the integrated intelligence system, 
and must not be considered as the system in its 
entirety. 

g. The MIOSS does not include any elements 
of the United States Army Security Agency 
(ASA) although the ASA is a major contributor 
to the intelligence efforts of the MIO-supported 
commands at division and higher levels. Relation- 
ships between ASA and MI units at these levels 
are close and continuous (FM 30-5 and FM 
32-10). 

1-6. MIOSS Organization and Operations 

o. The MIOSS consists of MI specialists orga- 
nized into MI platoons, detachments, companies, 
battalions, and groups. MI units below group 
size may be independent or organic to larger sized 

MI units. Units are organized under tables of 
organization and equipment (TOE) or under 
tables of organization and equipment (MTOE) to 
meet the specific intelligence requirements of a 
particular Army command. They are assigned or 
attached to supported commands as dictated by 
TOE, MTOE or TA. 

b. Figure 1-1 shows a type MIOSS based on 
a TA organized for combat. It has been included 
in this manual to provide the reader with a better 
understanding of the overall MIOSS in support 
of a TA. The units which comprise the type 
TA MIOSS are discussed in detail in subsequent 
portions of this manual. 

c. The MIOSS has certain operational charac- 
teristics which are applicable to each echelon of 
command at which it is employed : 

(1) Assignment and attachment of MI units. 
(a) MI groups, separate MI battalions, 

and smaller independent MI units are assigned 
to the commands which they support. Subordi- 
nate elements of MI groups or battalions which 
provide intelligence support to commands below 
field army level are attached to the commands 
which they support on a quasi-permanent basis. 
When additional MI augmentation is required in 
the theater (e.g., censorship units), it is assigned 
to a parent MI headquarters (battalion or group) 
and attached to the command requiring special- 
ized intelligence support. 

(b) MI units should be assigned or at- 
tached to supported commands early in the com- 
mand’s unit training phase. In instances where 
the overseas geographical area of operations of 
the supported unit is not known, MI personnel 
with linguistic or other highly specialized area- 
oriented abilities are not included in the initial 
assignment or attachment. These personnel join 
their MI units at ports of embarkation or in the 
overseas command. 

(c) Supporting MI units remain attached 
to, and displace with, the supported command. 
When the supported unit is transferred from one 
command or area of operations to another, ad- 
ministrative control of attached MI units is trans- 
ferred to an appropriate parent unit headquarters 
in the gaining command. The concept of perma- 
nent assignment or quasipermanent attachment 
permits the complete integration of the MI spe- 
cialists with the organic intelligence staff sec- 
tions and other organic elements of the supported 
commands. 

(2) Operational control. 
(a) Upon assignment or attachment of 
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MI units, the commander of the supported unit 
assumes operational control of the supporting MI 
element. The supported unit intelligence staff offi- 
cer assigns requirements to the MI units in the 
name of the commander, maintains staff super- 
vision, and furnishes appropriate guidance to 
the MI unit. 

(b) The MI unit commander, under the 
staff supervision and direction of the intelligence 
staff officer of the supported command, is respon- 
sible for the planning, training, coordination, and 
control of all administrative and operational ac- 
tivities of the MI unit. He acts as an advisor to 
the intelligence officer in matters pertaining to 

Theater 
Army** 

Ml Gp, 
Theater Army 

TASCOM Ml Bn, ARS Field Army 
Ml Bn, 

Field Army 

TAACOM Corps* 
Ml Co, 
Corps 

Ml Gp, Cl Division* 
Ml Co, 
Div 

LEGEND: 

Sep Bde 
& ACR* Ml Det, Sep 

> Attached 
* Ml augmentation added when operating as an independent unit. 

** The Army Group echelon is not depicted. When organized, it is 
provided an Ml support unit, as required. 

Figure 1-1. Type MIO—theater army. 
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intelligence specialist activities. This relationship 
relieves the intelligence officer of the supported 
command of administrative and operational func- 
tions which are not related to normal staff super- 
vision. 

(c) MI units attached to supported com- 
mands maintain nonoperational channels with 
their parent MI headquarters to accomplish re- 
quired personnel administration services. .Parent 
MI headquarters also provide special items of 
equipment and other intelligence services and 
technical support to their subordinate elements 
on an as-required basis. 

(3) Administrative and logistical service sup- 
port. 

(a) MI units generally depend upon the 
supported commands for mess, maintenance, rou- 
tine administration, communications, chaplain, 
and medical support. This is especially true of 
small MI units in an attached status. Adminis- 
trative, mess, and maintenance personnèl are in- 
corporated into the TOE of the larger-sized units 
to provide limited organic service support. 

(&) All MI units are provided with items 
of equipment through TOE or MTOE for the ac- 

Section IV. TYPES OF MILITARY 

1-7. Military Intelligence Groups 

a. The largest unit within the MIOSS is the 
MI group. MI groups support the intelligence 
requirements of major commands above field 
army level. An MI group may provide a primary 
intelligence support service, such as counterintel- 
ligence (Cl), or it may provide several intelli- 
gence support services, such as intelligence in- 
terrogation, technical strategic intelligence pro- 
duction, imagery interpretation (II), order of 
battle (OB), censorship, or area intelligence. It 
also may provide intelligence personnel augmenta- 
tion to the intelligence staff of the supported 
command in addition to containing its own or- 
ganic command, control, and staff elements. 

b. One or more MI groups are normally as- 
signed in sùpport of a TA. An additional MI 
group may also be assigned to provide direct in- 
telligence support to joint or unified commands. 
In the latter case, the joint or unified commander 
exercises operational control of the MI group 
through the J2. 

c. A type MI group includes a headquarters 
element, one or more MI battalions, and any 

complishment of their intelligence mission. Spe- 
cial items of intelligence equipment are procured 
in accordance with appropriate regulations and 
theater headquarters policy (AR 381-141 and 
381-143). 

(c) MI units are normally designed with 
the same degree of mobility as the unit which 
they are to support. MI units with less than 100 
percent mobility rely upon the supported com- 
mand for operational or administrative transpor- 
tation as required. 

(4) Relationship with other agencies. As 
mentioned in paragraph 1-5, the MIOSS is only 
a part of the integrated intelligence system. Under 
the direction of the command intelligence staff 
officer, MI units at each level establish and main- 
tain close relationships with other intelligence 
and specialized units and agencies to include gov- 
ernmental and civilian agencies which may be 
represented in the area of operations. Relation- 
ship with US Army civil affairs, special forces, 
psychological operations, and MP units are es- 
pecially close based on the intelligence require- 
ments inherent in the activities of these units and 
the mutual benefits accruing from close coopera- 
tion with each other (FM 30-5, 33-1, and 41-5). 

INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONS 

number of separate MI companies, platoons, or 
detachments. The subordinate operational ele- 
ments of MI groups are usually located through- 
out the assigned area of responsibility of the 
supported command and may be located outside 
the supported command’s assigned area of respon- 
sibility. These operational elements are all di- 
rected by the group headquarters. 

d. Examples of MI group organizations are 
the MI group, counterintelligence (TOE 30-60), 
discussed in chapter 11, and the MI group, theater 
army (TOE 30-40), discussed in chapter 12. The 
MI group, counterintelligence is assigned to the 
TAACOM, a subordinate command of the TAS 
COM. Its mission is to provide intelligence sup- 
port to the TASCOM for the security of US per- 
sonnel and installations within the TASCOM 
area. The MI Group, TA, provides varied intelli- 
gence support services at the theater level. 

1-8. Military Intelligence Battalions 

a. MI battalions are TOE or MTOE organiza- 
tions designed to provide operational intelligence 
support to a designated type command. Three MI 
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battalions currently exist in the MIOSS, the MI 
battalion, field army, the MI battalion, collection, 
and the MI battalion, aerial reconnaissance sup- 
port. 

b. The MI battalion, field army (TOE 30-25), 
discussed in chapter 3, provides specialized in- 
telligence and counterintelligence functions in 
support to a field army headquarters and also 
furnishes operational elements to support tactical 
subordinate commands of the field army in the 
accomplishment of their intelligence missions. 
The MI battalion, field army, provides trained 
personnel to augment and supplement efforts of 
existing organic intelligence units, while adding 
a minimum of administrative and logistic prob- 
lems to the command. 

c. The MI battalion, aerial reconnaissance sup- 
port (MIBARS) (TOE 30-5), supports a field 
army by processing information obtained from 
the USAF Tactical Air Force (TAF) Reconnais- 
sance Wing operating in support of the field army: 
It accomplishes this function primarily through 
Imagery Interpretation (II) activities. It also 
provides an operational link between the field 
army and the reconnaissance elements of the 
supporting TAF. The MIBARS (fig 1-2) is de- 
scribed in detail in FM 30-20 and FM 30-35, and 
will not be covered in this manual. 

d. The MI Battalion, Collection, (TOE 30—45), 
discussed in paragraphs 12-20 through 12-26, 

Ml Bn, Aerial 
Recon Spt 

HHC Ml Det, ARS 

Figure 1-2. Military intelligence battalion, 
aerial reconnaissance report. 

performs specialized intelligence collection to sat- 
isfy the Theater Army requirements. Functions 
include the planning and conduct of unilateral or 
joint intelligence collection missions, providing 
for airborne or amphibious infiltration and exfil- 
tration support as required. It also provides tech- 
nical support to collection operations; liaison; and 
logistic, maintenance and administrative support 
to subordinate elements. 

1-9. Military Intelligence Companies, 
Platoons, and Detachments 

a. MI' companies, platoons, and detachments 
are designed to provide various intelligence sup- 
port services and are either an organic part of a 
larger intelligence organization or have separate 
status. 

b. Of particular interest are the MI companies 
(aerial surveillance) assigned to corps, field army 
or separate task force units. These companies 
perform sustained aerial reconnaissance and sur- 
veillance in an assigned area when flown from an 
instrumented airfield. See chapters 8, 9, and 10 
concerning the relationship of these companies to 
the imagery interpretation elements of the field 
army. The organization and employment of these 
companies is described in detail in FM 30-20. 
Figure 1-3 portrays the organization of the MI 
company, aerial surveillance (OV-1D). 

1-10. Modified and Augmented Military 
Intelligence Organizations 

a. MI units based upon MTOE authorization 
are formed by modifying or realigning elements 
of a TOE MI unit or by employing cellular aug- 
mentation elements contained in TOE 30-500, 
military intelligence service organization, and 
TOE 30-600, military intelligence organization. 
TOE 30-500 and 30-600 are designed to provide 
various-sized intelligence command, control, sup- 
port, and operational specialist teams (chap 13). 

. 6. The primary consideration for intelligence 
planners in forming a MTOE MI organization is 
the intelligence requirements of the supported 
command. Each unit is organized specifically to 
assist the supported command in meeting its par- 
ticular intelligence requirements. 

1-6 
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Ml Co 
(Aerial Survl) 

Comm Pit Co HQ Service Pit Aerial Pit 

Pit HQ Aerial Sec Pit HQ 

Camera Avionics Repair 
Equip Sec 

Pit HQ Comm Sec Repair Sec 

Ai rfield veh Maint Shop Maint 
Service Sec Sec Sec 

Ai rcraft 
Maint Sec 

Figure IS. Military intelligence company (aerial surveillance) (OV-ID). 

Section V. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION SPECIALISTS 

1-11. General 

MI officer and enlisted specialists are assigned to 
MI units as authorized by appropriate TOE and 
MTOE. Details concerning the duties of each 
listed specialist are contained in the 30-series field 
manuals, 611-series army regulations and other 
references associated with the specialty required. 
(See paragraphs 1-12 and 1-13 for a discussion 
of MI specialties.) 

1-12. Military Intelligence Specialists 

a. Intelligence Interrogation Personnel. Intel- 
ligence interrogation personnel interrogate enemy 
prisoners of war (PW), insurgents, selected 
refugees, and other civilians for information of 
MI value. In addition, intelligence interrogation 
personnel examine captured enemy documents for 
immediate tacticál intelligence information and 
for use in interrogations. Interrogation special- 
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ists are organic to MI units from separate brigade 
and armored cavalry regiment (ACR) level to 
TA (FM 30-15). 

b. Imagery Interpretation (II) Personnel. Im- 
agery interpreters extract intelligence informa- 
tion regarding the enemy and the area of opera- 
tions from photographic, infrared (IR), or radar 
imagery produced by airborne sensors. They also 
analyze terrain, evaluate targets, and prepare 
mosaics and map supplements from imagery. They 
assist in aerial surveillance and reconnaissance 
planning. Imagery interpreters of MIOSS are 
employed with separate brigades, ACR, and with 
echelons of command through Theater Army level. 
They work in close relationship with organic 
S2/G2 air staff sections at these echelons of 
command (FM 30-20 and FM 30-35). 

c. Order of Battle (OB) Intelligence Analysts. 
OB Intelligence Analysts collate, evaluate, and in- 
terpret information to produce OB intelligence. 
OB Intelligence Analysts augment the organic 
intelligence staff sections of supported commands 
at all echelons from separate brigade and ACR 
through TA (FM 30-5). 

d. Counterintelligence (Cl) Personnel. Cl per- 
sonnel provide security services and conduct spe- 
cial operations which assist in the safeguarding 
of information, personnel, equipment, and in- 
stallations of supported commands against espio- 
nage, sabotage, or subversion. Cl personnel are 
found in MI units from separate brigade and 
ACR through TA level (FM 30-17 and FM 30- 
17A). 

e. Area Intelligence Personnel. Area intelli- 
gence personnel collect information to fulfill spe- 
cial field army and higher echelon intelligence 
requirements (FM 30-18). 

f. Technical Intelligence (Tl) Personnel. TI 
personnel collect and process TI information con- 
cerning the enemy’s materiel and equipment and 
the state of his military technology. They derive 
this intelligence primarily through the detailed 
examination and analysis of TI information such 
as enemy materiel, interrogation reports from 
selected PW, and the analysis of captured enemy 
documents (FM 30-16). TI personnel are found 
in MI units at field army and theater army levels. 

g. Technical Intelligence Coordinators. TI co- 
ordinating personnel assist the intelligence offi- 
cers and staffs of supported commands in the 
staff direction and supervision of TI matters. TI 
coordinators are staff personnel, employed on the 
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G2 staffs at corps and higher levels, and are not 
normally directly engaged in TI collection ac- 
tivities (FM 30-16). 

h. Strategic Intelligence Personnel. Strategic 
intelligence research and analysis (SIRA) per- 
sonnel assemble, process, and analyze information 
within the general field of strategic intelligence, 
to determine enemy potentialities, capabilities, 
vulnerabilities, and probable courses of actions. 
SIRA personnel are normally integrated into the 
intelligence staff sections of supported commands. 
They assist the intelligence staff in planning, col- 
lection, and production of the command’s stra- 
tegic intelligence requirements. They are em- 
ployed at field army and high echelons (FM 30-5). 

i. Translator Personnel. MI personnel with 
foreign language capabilities are used to trans- 
late foreign language texts, including captured 
enemy documents, and all other written material 
of intelligence value. They also catalogue and 
evacuate captured foreign language texts to 
higher headquarters for further exploitation. MI 
personnel with sole duties as translators are gen- 
erally found only at field army and higher eche- 
lons. Below these levels, intelligence interrogation 
personnel are employed in the immediate tactical 
exploitation of foreign language material, pri- 
marily captured enemy documents (FM 30-15). 

j. Interpreter Personnel. Interpreter person- 
nel are trained in the language of the enemy, of 
the area of operations, or of attached or adjacent 
friendly or allied military units. They interpret 
such languages for information of MI value or 
they are used in the furtherance of intelligence 
activities, such as liaison duties, where a foreign 
language is essential. Interpreters may accom- 
pany intelligence interrogators, Cl personnel and 
other intelligence specialists on operational as- 
signments to assist in the accomplishment of in- 
telligence missions. Full-time interpreters are not 
generally found in the MIOSS below TA level. 
Interpreters are only employed in support of in- 
telligence functions and are not used in adminis- 
trative activities of supported commands. Lan- 
gùage-qualified translators may be used in this 
specialty when required. 

k. Intelligence Analysts. Intelligence analysts 
evaluate and interpret information. They assist 
intelligence staff sections in collection planning, 
dissemination of intelligence, and the routine in- 
telligence activities of the supported command. 
Intelligence analysis are found within the MIOSS 
in organic intelligence staff sections of army 
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combat units above brigade level, and in larger 
army combat support and service support units. 
Intelligence analysts in the MIOSS augment in- 
telligence staffs of supported commands and, are 
employed directly within MI headquarters. ele- 
ments at field army and higher levels (FM 30-5). 

l. Intelligence Editors. Intelligence editors re- 
vise and finalize intelligence reports and other 
documents prepared by MI personnel or by mem- 
bers of organic G2 sections to meet proper stand- 
ards of composition and format. Intelligence edi- 
tors are not concerned with reproduction, assem- 
bly, or distribution of intelligence reports. They 
are employed within the organic intelligence staff 
sections of supported commands and in MI units 
from corps through-TA. 

m. Censorship Personnel. Censorship person- 
nel coordinate, supervise or conduct the examina- 
tion of communications as established under the 
authority of AR 380-200. The objectives of Armed 
Forces Censorship (Army) are to eliminate the 
transmission of information which would give 
aid or comfort to the enemy, as well as to extract 
and disseminate any information which would 
assist the Armed Forces, or governments of the 
United States and its allies in the successful pros- 
ecution of a war. Censorship personnel may also 
be engaged in functions pertaining to unit and 
civil censorship (FM 30-28 and AR 380-200). 
A limited number of censorship personnel are 
found in the MIOSS at field army level and above. 

1-13. Intelligence Technical Support 
Specialists 

a. General. In addition to the MI specialists 
described in paragraph 1-12, intelligence tech- 
nical support specialists are found in the MIOSS. 
Intelligence technical support specialists are usu- 
ally trained and experienced Cl or area intelli- 
gence specialists with additional training in a 
technical specialty. They are generally employed 
at field army and higher levels, .although they 
are often sent on a mission-type basis to subordi- 
nate commands to support special security re- 
quirements or activities (FM 30-17 and FM 
30-18). 

b. Defense Against Methods of Entry Person- 
sonnel. MI personnel trained in defense against 
methods of entry (DAME) provide guidance and 
advice in preventing surreptitious entry into 
guarded or locked areas or containers. They have 
thorough knowledge of physical security regula- 
tions and other directives. They are also familiar 

with federal specifications, data on locks, locking 
devices and intrusion detection systems, vaults, 
storage areas, and containers. 

c. Audio Surveillance Countermeasures Per- 
sonnel. MI personnel trained in detecting and 
neutralizing hostile audio surveillance electronic 
devices are employed in the overall Cl effort of 
supported commands. They also may provide 
limited assistance in the installation and mainte- 
nance of audio and visual equipment in support 
of P-W interrogation facilities, counterintelligence 
operations, and collection operations. Audio sur- 
veillance countermeasures personnel are also re- 
ferred to ‘as defense against sound equipment 
(DASE) personnel: 

d. Investigative Photography Personnel. MI 
personnel trained in investigative photography 
are available in the MIOSS to support intelligence 
photographic requirements in conjunction with 
PM interrogations, Cl and collection operations. 

•e. Polygraph Examiners. Trained polygraph 
examiners are present in the MIOSS to conduct 
polygraph examinations in connection with in- 
terrogations, Cl and collections operations. 

f. “Tradecraft” Specialists. “Tradecraft” is a 
term used to denote the intelligence specialty as- 
sociated with certain specialized methods and 
techniques such as the detection of secret writing 
and false documentation. MI personnel trained 
in these specialities are available in the MIOSS 
to support Cl, collection and other intelligence 
activities of the supported command and its MI 
units. Personnel trained in these particular 
“tradecraft” specialties are also referred to as 
documentation personnel. 

1—14. Assignment and Replacement 
Procedures 

a. Under MIOSS operational procedures, des- 
ignated MI units are detached from their'parent 
MI organization to support tactical commands 
within the TA, while others function as opera- 
tional elements of the MI parent, organization. 
Detachment may be temporary, permanent, or 
semipermanent in nature. Regardless of the type 
of attachment, the assignment and replacement 
of MI specialists is routinely directed by the 
parent MI organization. 

b. Personnel requisitions for MI specialist per- 
sonnel replacements or augmentations are pre- 
pared by the personnel officer of the parent MI 
units, usually MI battalions or groups. Requisi- 
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tions are forwarded through personnel channels 
of the supported command. The Personnel Com- 
mand of the TASCOM provides routine MI re- 
placement personnel for parent MI organizations 
within TA. 

1—15. Emergency Augmentation 
MI units assigned to theater and field army have 
the limited capability of utilizing intelligence spe- 
cialists assigned to them to augment existing MI 
units supporting lower echelons with additional 
personnel on an emergency basis. In the case of 
sustained requirements, emergency augmentation 
of this type is an interim measure only, pending 
the arrival of additional MI element from CONUS. 
When emergency augmentation needs have been 
satisfied, supported commanders are responsible 
for returning augmentation personnel to their 
parent MI unit. 

1—16. Employment of Ml Specialists 
MI specialists should be employed in duties for 
which they are trained, to include related intelli- 
gence functions as required. Normally, intelli- 
gence training of these personnel will encompass 
one or more specialities as well as related intelli- 
gence staff functions to provide greater flexibility 
in their employment. MI personnel in an at- 
tached status should not be assigned duties not 
related to the intelligence field. However, this will 
not preclude MI specialists from performing the 
normal duties of a soldier, subject to the limita- 
tions imposed by AR 381-103. 

1-17. Training 
a. CONUS 

(1) Personnel selected for MI assignments 
normally receive training in an intelligence spe- 
cialty at the US Army Intelligence Center and 
School. Certain qualified personnel also receive 
foreign language training at DOD language train- 
ing facilities in CONUS. Upon successful com- 
pletion of specialist and language training, per- 
sonnel are assigned to MI units in CONUS or are 
sent to Army overseas commands as individual 
replacements. All individuals selected for intelli- 
gence training are immediately processed for a 
security clearance for access to classified material. 

(2) Upon assignment to MI units in CONUS, 
MI specialists receive on-the-job individual train- 
ing, unit intelligence training, cross training, and 
participate in field exercises and maneuvers. 
Every effort is made to integrate MI training 
with the intelligence training of the supported 
command to insure that a high level of effective- 
ness and compatibility is reached prior to de- 
ployment of the supported command with its MI 
element to an overseas theater of operation. 

b. Theater Army. Within the TA, intelligence 
and language schools may be established. These 
schools provide refresher training for assigned 
MI specialists, area orientation training for re- 
placement personnel, and basic intelligence spe- 
cialist training for personnel selected from other 
Units within the command for MI assignments. 

V 

1-10 
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PART II. FIELD ARMY UNITS 

CHAPTER 2 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION, FIELD ARMY 

Section I. GENERAL 

2-1. Organization 
a. The MI battalion, field army, (TOE 30-25) 

is organized and employed on the basis of one 
per field army. It can also be assigned to support 
an independent corps, the Army forces in a joint 
or unified command, or the joint or unified com- 
mand itself. Figure 2-1 shows the organization 
of the MI battalion, field army. 

b. This chapter considers the overall opera- 
tions and employment of the MI battalion, field 
army. Subsequent chapters will discuss the mis- 
sion, organization, capabilities, employment, and 
operations of its subordinate elements. 

c. The MI battalion, field army consists of 
five companies—Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company; MI Company, Interrogation; MI com- 
pany, counterintelligence ; MI company, collec- 
tion ; and the MI company, technical intelligence. 
The headquarters and headquarters company pro- 
vides command, control, and support services for 
the Battalion. It also provides selected intelli- 
gence specialists to augment the organic field 
army G2 staff. The operational companies sup- 
port the field army headquarters with specialized 
intelligence support as indicated by their designa- 
tion. 

d. The MI battalion, field army also contains 
three types of MI units to support the subordinate 

corps, divisions, ACR and separate brigades 
within the field army. The number of these units 
will vary depending upon the composition and 
organization of the field army. The organization 
of the MI battalion explained here is based on 
a type field army composed of an ACR at field 
army and three corps, each having four divi- 
sions and a separate brigade. 

2—2. Capabilities 

The MI battalion, field army— 

a. Supports a field army and its subordinate 
corps, divisions, ACR, and separate brigades by 
providing specialized assistance in the fields of 
OB, II, area intelligence, TI, SIRA, intelligence 
interrogation, document translation, and armed 
forces censorship (army). 

b. Commands, controls, and supervises opera- 
tional, administrative, and logistic functions of 
its subordinate MI units which operate at the 
field army level. 

c. Provides its subordinate units attached to 
corps, divisions, ACR, and separate brigades with 
technical support, assistance, and advice. Pro- 
vides that administrative and logistic support 
not furnished by the supported command to the 
battalion’s subordinate units. 

2-1 
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Ml Bn, 
Field Army 

HHC Ml Co, Intg 

Ml Co, Tl 

Ml Co, Div 

Ml Co, Cl Ml Co, Coll 

“I 

Ml Co, 
Corps 

1 
I 

Ml Det, Armd 
Cov Regt 

or Sep Bde 

Corps, divisional and ACR/Sep Bde companies are assigned to Ml Bn, Field Army, 
and attached to supporting units. The number of companies (detachments) varies depending 
on the composition of the supported Field Army. 

Figure 2-1. Military intelligence battalion, field army. 

Section II. COMMAND, CONTROL, AND OPERATIONS 

2—3. General 

a. The commander of the MI battalion, field 
army, under staff supervision and direction of 
the G2, plans, trains, coordinates, and controls 
administrative and operational activities of the 
battalion in direct support of field army head- 
quarters. 

b. Operational control of the companies or de- 
tachments of the MI battalion, field army at- 
tached to subordinate tactical units of the field 
army is exercised by the commander of the sup- 
ported unit. The supported commit is also re- 
sponsible for the functions of secuAty, local ad- 
ministration, mess, maintenance, and logistical 
support to their respective MI units. The MI bat- 
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talion, field army retains administrative control 
over all its units and personnel, and continually 
monitors the efficiency and status of their train- 
ing. It also provides technical support and issues 
necessary technical and policy guidance to all 
operational elements of the battalion. 

2-4. Attachment and Transfer 
a. MI battalion, field army are assigned to field 

army headquarters, preferably in CONUS at the 
time the field army headquarters becomes oper- 
ational. MI units are attached in the same man- 
ner to newly activated corps, divisions, ACR, and 
separate brigades. MI unit and personnel assign- 
ment or attachment in CONUS are from CONUS 
intelligence personnel assets and may be a cadre 
or reduced strength basis. Normally, assignment 
does not include area intelligence or other critical 
intelligence specialists, such as personnel possess- 
ing the less common foreign language abilities. 
When the tactical command moves overseas, the 
supporting MI units are brought up to strength. 
Intelligence specialists possessing the necessary 
language qualifications and other critical spe- 
cialties join the MI unit at the staging area or 
overseas. Attached MI units below MI battalion, 
field army level moving overseas with their sup- 
ported commands are reassigned from their par- 
ent MI organization in CONUS to parent MI 
organizations, normally an MI battalion, field 
army in the overseas area. Personnel and ad- 
ministrative records of MI units accompany the 
units in their overseas moves and are then turned 
over to the MI battalion, field army upon assign- 
ment. 

b. When a corps, division, armored cavalry 
regiment, or separate brigade is transferred from 
one field army to another, supporting MI units 
accompany the tactical command, and the unit 
is reassigned from one MI battalion, field army 
to another. This entails a transfer of records at 
field army level since the MI battalion, field army 
remains the custodian of personnel records per- 
taining to members of the battalion. 

2-5. Personnel Replacement and 
Augmentation 

a. In an overseas theater of operations, the 
battalion requests routine and emergency person- 
nel replacement through regular personnel chan- 
nels (para 1-14). Battalion personnel replace- 
ment requests include those of all MI units at- 
tached to subordinate tactical elements of the 
field army. The battalion supervises processing 

of incoming replacement personnel and movement 
to their respective organizations. The battalion 
usually conducts briéf orientation training for 
all incoming personnel. 

b. The MI battalion, field army has a limited 
capability to augment one or more of its MI units 
for short periods of time based on operational 
requirements of subordinate tactical elements of 
the field army. Personnel for temporary aug- 
mentation come from battalion headquarters and/ 
or from its operational companies. It can also 
provide limited augmentation to the field army 
G2 in addition to the Army headquarters support 
section (para 8-16 through 8-19). Such aug- 
mentation cannot be maintained on a sustained 
basis. 

c. Augmentation of one or more of the MI 
battalion, field army operational companies on a 
temporary basis may be required. This is accom- 
plished through attachment of TA intelligence 
assets or the requisition of additional cellular in- 
telligence units from TOE 30-500 and TOE 30- 
600 (chap 13). Temporary MI augmentation for 
the battalion is requested by the field army com- 
mander through channels based on the operational 
intelligence requirements of the command. 

d. Permanent augmentation of the battalion or 
one or more of its operational companies may be 
required based on the operational intelligence 
requirements of the command. This augmenta- 
tion is accomplished through the preparation and 
approval of a MTOE. The MTOE is prepared at 
battalion level and forwarded through field army 
to Department of the Army (DA). With DA ap- 
proval of the MTOE, additional personnel or teams 
can be obtained from TA or CONUS assets (AR 
310-31). 

2-6. Security 

a. Ground Defense. All elements of the MI 
battalion, field army have a limited capability of 
defending themselves and their installations 
against enemy ground attacks. However, the re- 
quirement for decentralized operations of the 
battalion, with the consequent wide dispersal of 
battalion elements tends to weaken this capability. 
With decentralized operations, MI units must rely 
upon security elements organic to the supported 
headquarters to provide routine ground defense 
requirements. MI units should be located at or 
near the operations center of the supported head- 
quarters. 
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b. Internal Security. Certain functions of some This will include compartmentation of personnel 
components of the MI battalion, field army, are records, personnel, and certain planning and op- 
sensitive in nature and will require internal com- erational functions, 
partmentation to satisfy security requirements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION, FIELD ARMY 

Section I. GENERAL 

3-1. Mission 
The Headquarters and headquarters company 
(HHC) (TOE 30-26), provides command, con- 
trol, administrative support, and limited supply 
and maintenance for the MI battalion, field army. 

3-2. Organization 
The organization of the HHC is as shown in fig- 
ure 3-1. The HHC includes a unit and special 
staff to coordinate the activities of the battalion. 

3-3. Capabilities 
The HHC— 

a. Provides command, control, staff planning, 
supervision, and coordination of operations of 
those elements of the MI battalion, field army, 
which operate at field army level. 

b. Provides selected intelligence specialists to 
augment the organic field army G2 staff. 

c. Assists the field army G2 in planning intelli- 
gence and Cl support to the field army. 

d. Provides technical support and assistance to 
all companies and detachments of the battalion, 
including those which are attached to subordinate 
tactical commands of the field army. 

e. Provides personnel administration, logistical 
support, and organizational maintenance for or- 
ganic, assigned, and attached units. 

3—4. Location 

The HHC is located in close proximity to the sup- 
ported field army headquarters. 

3-5. Command and Control 
a. The Commander of the MI battalion, field 

army, under the staff supervision and direction 
of the field army G2, plans, coordinates, and con- 
trols all operational activities of the battalion 
except those of battalion elements attached to 
subordinate tactical elements of the field army. 
While relinquishing operational control of organic 
companies or detachments to commanders of sup- 
ported units, the battalion commander retains 

HHC 

Army HQ Bn HQ HQ Co 
Spt Sec 

Figure 8-1. Headquarters and headquarters company (TOE 80-26). 
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administrative control of his personnel and con- tactical commands which have organic elements 
tinues to monitor the efficiency and status of of the battalion attached in a support status. He 
operations .and training of all battalion units. provides the supported intelligence officers with 
This includes personnel of the army headquarters au possible assistance and guidance in the em- 
support section who are under the direct opera- pioymenl o( the MI units and insures that the 
tional control of the field army G2. un¡ta are prov¡ded te<.hnical support and asslst. 

b. The battalion commander maintains infor- anee from battalion assets, consistent with oper- 
mal liaison with intelligence staff officers of all ational priorities and field army G2 concurrence. 
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3—éi. (SeiroeirQiB 

The unit staff of the MI battalion, field army, 
consists of the executive officer, adjustant (SI), 
security officer (S2), operations and training offi- 
cer (S3), and supply officer (S4). The special staff 
consists of the budget and fiscal officer, communi- 
cations-electronics officer, legal officer, liaison offi- 
cers, and headquarters company commander. The 
unit and special staff are contained within the 
HHC of the battalion. Routine duties of unit and 
special staff officers are listed in FM 101-5. Other 
duties associated with the intelligence activities 
of the battalion are described in this section. 

3—7. SU Séduira 
а. The SI has unit staff responsibility for per- 

sonnel activities and other administrative matters 
not specifically assigned to another staff officer. 
He also coordinates personnel matters between 
detached units of the battalion and the command 
to which attached. The SI is also the battalion 
adjutant. 

б. The battalion personnel section, assigned to 
headquarters company, performs personnel ad- 
ministration for all members of the battalion 
under the direction of the battalion SI. Person- 
nel records of selected members of the battalion 
assigned to special or sensitive operations are 
compartmented within the personnel section as 
directed and required. 

3—i. §2 SeetfDoira 

a. The S2 directs the security section of the 
battalion. The S2, plans, coordinates, and super- 
vises security activities within the battalion head- 
quarters and the assigned MI units at field army 
level. He does not 'produce intelligence for the 
field army G2. Security operations and super- 
vision by the S2 are carried out only for and 
within the battalion. Security activities in sup- 
port of the field army and its tactical units are 

treated as operational and are conducted by oper- 
ational 01 elements of the battalion. 

b. Functions of the S2 section include bat- 
talion personnel security matters and mainte- 
nance of special personnel clearance registers 
and files of the battalion headquarters and all 
subordinate units. The S2 also plans and super- 
vises security policies governing the exchange of 
technical and special operational information 
within the battalion. 

3—f. S3 Seeffcira 

a. General. The S3 has staff responsibility for 
matters pertaining to planning, conducting, and 
supervising the battalion’s operations and train- 
ing. He directs the activities of the S3 section 
headquarters and its three subordinate elements ; 
the source administration branch; the reports 
control and analysis branch; and the technical 
support branch. Figure 3-2 shows the organiza- 
tion of the S3 section. 

b. S3 Section Headquarters. In addition to the 
S3, the S3 section headquarters contains nine 
officers—a Cl officer, an area intelligence officer, 
an II officer and six intelligence staff officers. The 
officers have primary staff interest in related 
battalion activities, to include interrogation and 
TI. 

(1) Current operations. The battalion head- 
quarters, through the S3 section, directs and co- 
ordinates the activities of the elements of the 
battalion which operate at field army level. These 
elements consist of the counterintelligence com- 
pany, collection company, technical intelligence 
company, and interrogation company but do not 
include those elements of the battalion actually 
working in the field army G2 section (i.e., the 
army headquarters support section). With the 
exception of the technical intelligence company, 
the field army level operating companies of the 
battalion have only information collection sup- 
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Figure S-S. S-S section, HHC, MI battalion, field army. 

port missions. The technical intelligence com- 
pany has the dual capability of information col- 
lection and intelligence production (chap 7). 

(a) The S3 section directs the battalion 
effort which is accomplished within the frame- 
work of the field army G2 collection plan and the 
field army commander's intelligence requirements. 
Collection directives, other orders and requests, 
and technical intelligence production require- 
ments are issued by the field army G2 section to 
the battalion where they are routed to the S3 
section. 

(b) Upon receipt of directives, the bat- 
talion S3 refines them as necessary and levies 
appropriate collection and production require- 
ments upon operating elements of the battalion. 

(c) The S3 section has the responsibility 
for disseminating collected information to the 
field army G2 section with the minimum of delay, 
normally by messenger, telephone, or teletype. 
Evaluation of collected information by the bat- 
talion is restricted to source and agent evalua- 
tion, and data are furnished in uninterpreted 
form. An exception to the uninterpreted infor- 
mation reports is the intelligence reports of the 
TI company which are based on the field army TI 
production requirements. 

(2) Operational planning. 
(a) Operational planning by the battalion 

must be concurrent with that of the supported 
field army. 

(ô) Planning officers designated by the S3 
prepare appropirate portions of plans or orders 
for the future employment and operations of the 
battalion and its subordinate operational ele- 
ments. They work in close coordination with the 
plans division of the field army G2 section. Plan- 

ning by the S3 is not confined to those units 
operating in support of the field army headquar- 
ters, but may also encompass elements of the 
battalion which are detached for operations with 
lower tactical echelons. 

(3) Staff supervision and inspection. Staff 
supervision of all operational activities of the 
subordinate companies of the battalion is carried 
out by the S3 and his staff assistants. It includes 
the following: 

(a) Supervision of operations to insure co- 
ordination between operating elements of the bat- 
talion and between the battalion and other units 
at all levels. 

(b) Coordination of special and sensitive 
battalion operations. 

(c) Review of operational plans, policies, 
and directives. 

(d) Coordination of the exchange of ap- 
propriate technical and special operational in- 
formation among elements of the battalion. (Ex- 
amples: Successful interrogation techniques, new 
enemy penetration methods, successful line crosser 
techniques.) Close adherence to security policies 
is required in the exchange of sensitive technical 
operational data. 

(e) Officers of the S3 section also review 
battalion-produced intelligence and Cl reports of 
operating units for technical quality. Review for 
reliability and accuracy of information for other 
than technical intelligence reports is performed 
in the field army G2 section, where current infor- 
mation from all sources is available. This review 
must not interrupt, hinder, or complicate in any 
way the flow of information into the field army 
G2 section; duplicate reports may be used, or 
reports may be reviewed after they serve their 
immediate intelligence purpose. 
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c. Training. Training of the elements of the 
battalion at field army level is directed and con- 
ducted by the battalion. Training of MI units at 
corps, division, and other subordinate tactical 
commands of the field army is normally conducted 
independently by the respective MI detachment 
commanders in coordination with the intelligence 
staff officer of the supported command. Training 
guidance furnished by the battalion through its 
S3 section, in accordance with approved Army 
training programs (app A), plays an important 
part in training programs of all subordinate ele- 
ments of the battalion. 

d. Maintenance of Battalion Intelligence Files. 
The S3 section normally establishes and main- 
tains a battalion intelligence files section, manned 
by designated members of the S3 section. These 
files consist of reports produced within the field 
army by MI units. These files are for the use of 
all elements of the S3 section as well as other 
elements of the battalion who must refer to them 
for purposes of review, collation, training, and 
future operations. In some instances, a complete 
duplicate set of intelligence files may be main- 
tained within the battalion to prevent the loss 
of records in the event the field army G2 section 
is rendered inoperative by mass destruction weap- 
ons. In a nuclear environment, this operational 
practice may also be used in the MI units sup- 
porting subordinate commands. Compartmenta- 
tion of Cl, area intelligence, and other reports 
within the intelligence files system may be di- 
rected by the battalion commander. 

e. Reports Control and Analysis Branch. The 
reports control and analysis branch within the 
S3 section conducts research and analysis of oper- 
ational data of sensitive nature contained in Cl 
and collection company operational and informa- 
tional reports. This branch is not concerned with 
research, evaluation or analysis of combat intelli- 
gence or Cl information for the purpose of pro- 
ducing intelligence. Reports are reviewed for 
completeness, adequacy, accuracy, and timeliness. 
Technical operational data are extracted from 
reports and from all available published data, 
consolidated, and disseminated to appropriate 
companies of the battalion. The branch also pro- 
vides special reports and studies and collated data 
to the counterintelligence company, collection 
company, and battalion commander. The S3 co- 
ordinates overlapping interests in the source ad- 
ministration and reports control (FM 30-18). 

/. Source Administration Branch. The source 
administration branch within the S3 section is 
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primarily concerned with the administration and 
evaluation of the activities and effectiveness of 
the human sources utilized by the Cl company 
and the collection company. Compartmentation of 
this branch is necessary to obtain maximum se- 
curity due to the sensitive nature of information 
handled. The detailed functions and responsibili- 
ties of the source administration branch are con- 
tained in FM 30-18. 

g. Technical Support Branch. 

(1) The technical support branch within the 
S3 section provides special technical assistance 
and support to the operational activities of the 
battalion, primarily to the operations of the €1 
and collection companies. Figure 3-3 shows the 
organization of the technical support branch. 
Chapter 1 contains descriptions of the intelli- 
gence specialties represented in the technical 
support branch. 

(2) The S3 coordinates the employment of 
the technical support branch throughout the field 
army area of responsibility. Requests for tech- 
nical support services from the field army G2 
section, subordinate elements of the battalion, and 
other agencies are processed through the S3 sec- 
tion. Excessive utilization of the technical sup- 
port branch for other than Cl and collection 
company activities may degrade the effectiveness 
of those companies. 

3—D©. S4 Seefînoira 

a. General. The S4 plans, coordinates, and exe- 
cutes logistical staff functions within and for the 
battalion. He supervises the activities of the S4 
section and the battalion maintenance section. 

h. Logistical Support 

(1) the S4 section provides routine logistical 
support of standard items of supply to all ele- 
ments of the battalion which operate at field army 
level. Authorized equipment is requisitioned 
through the battalion S4 section for all units of 
the battalion, although the MI detachments which 
are attached to subordinate elements of the field 
army rely on commands for routine supply of 
standard expendable items. 

(2) The battalion S4 section also procures, 
stores, maintains,, and issues special technical 
material and equipment and confidential supply 
items required by operational elements of the bat- 
talion. Nonstandard technical equipment main- 
tained by the battalion S4 section for the support 
of special operations of the battalion is as follows : 
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Figure SS. Technical support branch. 

(а) Frequently used items, whose attrition 
rate is too high to permit normal replacement 
from TA level. 

(б) Critical items, which though not nec- 
essarily of high attrition rate, are so essential to 
operations that delay in replacement is dangerous. 

(c) Items of equipment of occasional use 
(frequency of use too low to warrant issue to 
lower units), but need for which may arise too 
suddenly to permit timely requisition from the- 
ater army level. 

(3) A limited direct support repair capabil- 
ity for technical equipment is maintained in the 
battalion. S4 section. The battalion S4 section 
does not have organic repair personnel, but ap- 
propriate repair personnel are provided for by 
MTOE, dependent upon the specific technical 
equipment authorized within the battalion. 

c. Battalion Maintenance Section. 
(1) The battalion maintenance section pro- 

vides organizational level maintenance for the 
battalion. Vehicles of the battalion headquarters 
company and other collocated subordinate ele- 

ments of the battalion are pooled at the battalion 
maintenance section except when otherwise di- 
rected by the battalion commander because of 
special operational requirements. 

(2) Subordinate units of the battalion which 
use the facilities of the battalion motor pool at- 
tach their wheeled vehicle mechanics to the bat- 
talion maintenance section for centralized con- 
trol and increased operation efficiency in accom- 
plishing the required maintenance support. For 
details on organizational maintenance and man- 
agement, see FM 29-2. 

3-11. Legal Officer 
The primary function of the legal officer is to 
furnish advice to the battalion commander on 
legal aspects of intelligence operations and Cl 
investigations. The legal officer also advises on 
disciplinary and other legal problems arising in 
the battalion. The legal officer’s activities are 
closely coordinated with the staff judge advocate 
of the field army. 

3-5 
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The budget and fiscal officer is present in the bat- 
talion as a special staff officer because of the fiscal 
and budgetary peculiarities of certain intelligence 
operations. This staff officer and his section are 
concerned primarily with matters pertaining to 
the handling and administration of intelligence 
contingency funds, and advising the battalion 
commander accordingly (AR 881-141). 

®—13. U@IÔ8©IIH ©Se®!? 

Three officers of the battalion headquarters ele- 
ment are organized into a liaison section. These 
officers perform liaison among the headquarters 
of the battalion, the field army G2 section, and 
designated higher, lower, and adjacent MI units. 
They maintain liaison with all technical service 
intelligence organizations in order to insure co- 
operation among associating intelligence agnecies 
while minimizing duplication of efforts. They 
also perform liaison with other military and non- 
military organizations in the field army area of 
responsibility, to include Allied agencies, as di- 
rected by the battalion commander. 

3—14. €©!r¡iiimyinike¡i(i,í®ini§“IDeeíir@iriik§ ©{nfieep 

a. General. The communications-electronics 
(C-E) officer advises the battalion commander on 
matters pertaining to internal and external com- 
munications of the battalion, and normal special 
communications equipment requirements. In addi- 
tion, the C-E officer coordinates the activities of 
the battalion’s communications platoon. 

b. Battalion Communications Platoon. 
(1) The communications platoon provides 

the HHC with an organic capability for the 
establishment, operation, and maintenance of an 
internal headquarters telephone net for the con- 
trol of the battalion headquarters operations. 
This telephone net can be expanded to include 
direct connections with subordinate operational 
companies of the battalion operating in the im- 
mediate vicinity of battalion headquarters. It is 
also tied into the nearest field army signal center 
which provides the battalion with communications 
throughout the field army and to higher echelons. 
Figure 8-4 shows a type HHC internal/external 
telephone net. 

(2) The communications platoon also in- 
stalls, operates, and maintains organic teletype- 
writer equipment in support of the battalion 
headquarters. The teletypewriter equipment is 
tied into the nearest field army area signal center. 

IS ©sf@lb)®F 1®?® 

(8) The communications platoon is respon- 
sible for the organization and operation of the 
battalion headquarters message center. 

(4) Operational requirements will usually 
dictate that direct wire telephone/teletypewriter 
“hot line” facilities be installed between the field 
army G2 section, the battalion headquarters, and 
subordinate operational companies of the battal- 
ion. With the necessary communications equip- 
ment augmentation, the battalion communications 
platoon has the capability to install, operate, and 
maintain these facilities. 

(5) Figure 8-5 shows the organization of the 
communications platoon. 

c. Platoon Headquarters. The platoon head- 
quarters performs normal platoon command func- 
tions. The platoon leader coordinates all activi- 
ties of the platoon with the battalion staff C-E 
officer. 

d. Telephone and Teletype Section. The tele- 
phone and teletype section is normally located 
adj acent to the battalion message center. Person- 
nel of this section operate the teletypewriter 
equipment and telephone switchboard of the bat- 
talion. 

e. Installation and Maintenance Section. The 
installation and maintenance section installs and 
maintains the battalion's internal and external 
wire lines and performs organizational mainte- 
nance of telephone and teletype equipment. The 
section can be organized into two wire teams. These 
teams will be responsible for laying and main- 
taining the wire from the battalion switchboard 
to the battalion headquarters installations, the 
direct wire lines to the field army G2 section, and 
the trunk lines to the nearest field army area sig- 
nal center. When subordinate operational com- 
panies are sufficiently close to battalion head- 
quarters to permit direct wire lines, the wire 
teams will also install and maintain the lines be- 
tween these companies and the battalion head- 
quarters. 

/. Message Center Section. The message center 
section provides routine message center facilities 
for the battalion headquarters. The platoon leader, 
in coordination with the battalion staff CE officer 
and S3, determines the routine and priority rout- 
ing of administrative and operational communi- 
cations. 

3=1 i. lnl©@d<§|iy<3ii?fî®P8 €®im)[°><§iiñ)y €®mm<gi!ü)d®!? 

o. The duties of a headquarters company com- 
mander are similar to those listed for a headquar- 

3=3 
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Figure 8-5. Communications platoon, headquarters and headquarters company. 
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ters commandant in FM 101-5. The headquarters 
company commander directs the activities of the 
headquarters company in support of the battalion 
headquarters under the staif supervision of the 
battalion executive officer. 

b. The headquarters company consists of com- 

pany headquarters, battalion communications pla- 
toon, battalion personnel section, and the battal- 
ion maintenance section. A limited mess and 
supply capability is found in company head- 
quarters. 

Section III. ARMY HEADQUARTERS SUPPORT SECTION 

3—16. Orgnaization 

Figure 3-6 shows the organization of the army 
headquarters support section. It contains seven 
specialized intelligence teams which augment the 
organic field army G2 section on a permanent 
basis. 

3—17. Employment 

a. The army headquarters support section is 
integrated on a team basis into the organic field 
army G2 staff organization. Figure 3-7 shows 
a type field army G2 organization with army 
headquarters support section augmentation. (See 
FM 101-5 for the authorized manning and func- 
tions of a field army G2 section.) 

b. At the direction of the G2, one or more of 
the teams may remain with the battalion staff. 

In such cases, the teams receive their operational 
instructions from the battalion S3 section based 
on guidance furnished by the field army G2 and 
the battalion commander. 

3-18. Section Leader 

a. The senior officer in the analysis and pro- 
duction team of the army headquarters support 
section, by virtue of his seniority (by TOE), is 
designated the section leader of the army head- 
quarters support section. Until integration of 
the teams from the support section with the field 
army G2 section is accomplished, the senior offi- 
cer has command of all teams and reports directly 
to the battalion commander concerning their 
status of training and operational activities. 

b. Upon integration of the army headuarters 

Army HQ 
Spt Sec 

Ed Tm Tm 

Censorship 
Tm 

SIRA Tm Tl Tm 

Army HQ 
Cl Tm 

Anal & Pan 
Tm 

Figure 3—6. Army headquarters support section, headquarters and 
headquarters company. 
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support section component teams into the field 
army G2 section, the section leader loses opera- 
tional control of all personnel, less the analysis 
and production team. He continues to be respon- 
sible for administrative, training, and other sup- 

port functions pertaining to the individual teams 
and acts as a coordinator between the battalion 
and all personnel of the Army Headquarters Sup- 
port Section. 

ACofS, G2 

Coll Br Plans Br 

Pan Br 

TOC Br 

r 

Tl Br 

T Tm 

Cl Br 

Admin Br 

G2 Air Br 

Tm 
Anal & Pdn 

Tm 
Cl Tm 

SIRA Tm 
Cen sorship 

Tm 

Ed Tm 

NOTE: Dotted lines portray augmentation to branches shown. 

Figure 8-7. Type field army ACofS, G2 section, organized for combat with MI 
battalion, Army headquarters support section augmentation, field army. 
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3—19. Army Headquarters Support Section 
Teams 

a. Editorial Team. The editorial team provides 
editorial support to the production branch of the 
field army G2 section and, when authorized by 
the G2, to the battalion headquarters. 

b. Analysis and Production Team. The analysis 
and production team produces OB intelligence as 
outlined in FM 30-5. The team works closely with 
the TOC element of the field army G2 section. If 
required, a limited number of OB intelligence 
analysts can be furnished to the field army PW 
cage to assist the interrogation company of the 
battalion (chap 4). 

c. Strategic Intelligence Research and Analysis 
{SIRA) Team. Personnel of the SIRA team are 
employed in the operations branch of the field 
army G2 section (para l-12h). 

d. Technical Intelligence {TI) Team. 
(1) The TI team assists organic field army 

G2 TI personnel in performing those staff func- 
tions pertaining to the direction and supervision 
of TI operations within the field army. Special 
emphasis is placed on providing guidance and 
direction of the activities of the TI company of 
the battalion (FM 30-16). 

(2) TI team personnel are integrated into 
the organic TI staff element, operations branch, 
of the G2 section. They prepare and maintain TI 
records and files, to include “Items Wanted” lists, 
TI target lists, collection directives, and plans. 
Personnel of this team also assist the field army 
G2 section in maintaining close liaison with TI 
staff officers at the subordinate corps headquar- 
ters and with TI collection elements in the field 
army forward areas. 

e. Censorship Team. The censorship team fur- 
nishes specialized support to the Cl branch of 
the field army G2 of an advisory nature but does 
not normally participate in actual censorship op- 

erations. In accordance with doctrine contained 
in FM 30-28 and AR 380-200, this team assists 
the field army G2 in those staff functions per- 
taining to armed forces censorship (Army), to 
include establishment and execution of censor- 
ship training and policy. The team maintains 
close liaison with censorship elements of other 
services and higher and adjacent headquarters 
and with operating MI censorship units located 
within the field army area of responsibility. Mat- 
ters pertaining to civil censorship are coordinated 
with the civil affairs staff officer (G5) on the 
field army staff. 

/. Imagery Interpretation {II) Team. 
(1) The II team performs II on a mission or 

task assignment basis to satisfy certain specific 
G2 field army requirements. The element is not 
designed to complete with, duplicate the efforts 
of, or replace II elements of the MIBARS. Its 
requirements, often of a sensitive nature, arise 
within the field army G2 section or within the 
battalion itself, and are not necessarily within 
the scope of the MIBARS mission. For example, 
personnel of this team may be called upon to 
interpret photographs to support the collection 
plans for Cl operations. 

(2) The G2 air officer of the field army G2 
section usually supervises and directs the II team 
although the team máy operate under the direc- 
tion of the S3 section of the MI battalion head- 
quarters. The II team may maintain a limited 
library to meet battalion or field army G2 re- 
quirements. 

g. Counterintelligence Team. The army head- 
quarters Cl team furnishes direct Cl support to 
field army headquarters. It operates under the 
supervision of the Cl branch of the field army G2 
staff. It performs Cl surveys and inspections of 
the staff and other operating facilities of the field 
army headquarters and accomplishes special Cl 
operational missions as directed by the field army 
G2. 

ï- 
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CHAPTER 4 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, INTERROGATION 

Section I. GENERAL 

4-1. Mission 

The MI company, interrogation (TOE 80-27), 
performs the intelligence functions of intelligence 
interrogation and document translation in fulfill- 
ing the requirements of a field army. 

4-2. Organization 

The MI company, interrogation, is an operating 
element of the MI battalion, field army. Figure 
4-1 shows the organization of this company. 

4-3. Capabilities 

The MI company, interrogation— 
a. Conducts interrogations for tactical and 

strategic information in response to field army 
G2 and higher level intelligence requirements. 

b. Performs examinations and translations of 
captured enemy documents. Processes captured 
enemy documents for evacuation to higher head- 
quarters. 

c. Accomplishes limited editing of intelligence 
interrogation and translation reports. 

Ml Co, Intg 

Docu Exam HQ Sec 
Sec 

Op Sec Intg Sec 

Figure k-l. Military intelligence company, interrogation. 

Section II. COMMAND AND CONTROL 

4-4. General 

The MI company, interrogation, receives its guid- 
ance and direction from the battalion headquar- 
ters. The operational activities of the company 
are under the staff supervision of the battalion 
SS section. 

4-5. Commander 

a. The Commander of the MI company, inter- 
rogation, provides advice to the battalion com- 
mander and the field army G2, on matters per- 
taining to intelligence interrogations, enemy doc- 
ument exploitation, and the utilization of intelli- 

gence interrogation personnel within the entire 
field army. He directly supervises the execution 
of policies and directives emanating from the bat- 
talion and field army G2 section pertaining to 
the information collection effort of the company. 

b. The interrogation company commander di- 
rects the activities of the interrogation section, 
document examination section, and the operations 
section. He is especially concerned with the oper- 
ations of the largest element, the interrogation 
section. The dispersion of operating elements of 
the company requires frequent visits to each ele- 
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ment to insure that the units are functioning 
properly. 

4—Company IrSeadsgyiarfîeirs 

a. General. The company headquarters con- 
sists of the company commander, first sergent, 
and limited administrative, mess, supply, and 
maintenance personnel. With the exception of 
the company commander and first sergeant, per- 
sonnel of this headquarters do not perform in- 
telligence operational functions. 

S@gfîo®irD ODD. IMP’LOYMI 

4—7. ©einer® 1 
а. Current field army doctrine for the handling 

of PW during hostilities envisions the establish- 
ment and maintenance of one to three facilities 
or holding compounds at field army level. These 
facilities, operated by field army military police 
(MP) units, are located in the vicinity of major 
transportation terminals to facilitate evacuation 
of PW to the communication zone (FM 19-40). 

б. A field army interrogation center is estab- 
lished for the intelligence exploitation of selected 
PW and other persons of intelligence interest. 
The field army interrogation center may be an 
integral element of one of the field army level PW 
facilities, usually the facility located closest to 
the field army headquarters. The center may, 
however, be established as a separate facility 
some distance away from the field army facilities. 
The majority of the personnel of the MI company, 
interrogation, are employed at the field army in- 
terrogation center. 

c. Sources who have been identified at division 
level for further interrogation at field army are 
either evacuated directly to the field army inter- 
rogation center or are routinely transferred from 
other field army level PW holding compounds to 
the interrogation center. Transfer of sources 
from field army level facilities to the interrogation 
center will also result from field army level screen- 
ing conducted by MI company, interrogation per- 
sonnel at these other facilities (FM 30-15, FM 
30-31). 

d. Detailed operational procedures for the han- 
dling, marking, evacuation, and exploitation of 
captured enemy documents are contained in FM 
30-5 and FM 30-15. Documents are exploited for 
immediate tactical applications at the level of 

4-2 
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6. Loca&ion. The company headquarters is usu- 
ally located in the vicinity of, or within, the area 
of the battalion headquarters. It may be remotely 
located and operate as a separate company when 
required. This may be appropriate when the field 
army interrogation facility is located at a con- 
siderable distance from the battalion headquar- 
ters. In such cases, the organic elements of the 
company headquarters can provide only limited 
administrative, mess, supply, and maintenance 
support to its operational elements and will re- 
quire augmentation from battalion support assets, 
or the supported PW facility. 

¡N? ©PiBMIOfcDI 

capture whenever possible. They are then evac- 
uated through intelligence channels to field army 
level where detailed exploitation for tactical and 
strategic intelligence purposes by personnel of 
the MI company, interrogations, is begun. 

4—®. Esportón)g] PV@s@dlu[r©s 
Completed interrogation reports are forwarded 
from the MI company, interrogation, to the bat- 
talion for processing, reproduction, and dissemi- 
nation to the field army G2 section and other re- 
questers. When directed, or when an emergency 
situation exists, the operational sections of the 
company may forward tactical information re- 
quiring prompt dissemination or other immediate- 
type data resulting from their activities direct 
to the field army G2 section with duplicate copies 
sent simultaneously to thé battalion. 

4-f. D«îîesT9g®tfi@m S®@îD®ira 
a. General The interrogation section is com- 

posed of MI personnel trained in intelligence in- 
terrogation techniques and possessing the neces- 
sary language qualifications of the specific area 
of operations. 

b. Organization and Employment. 
(1) The internal organization of the interro- 

gation section depends largely upon the opera- 
tional situation. Basic factors to be considered 
by the company commander in organizing the 
section are: 

(а) Number of sources available for in- 
terrogation. 

(б) Number and location of field army PW 
facilities in operation. 

(c) Foreign language requirements for in- 
terrogation personnel. 
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(d) Information priorities of the field army 
G2. 

(e) Available interrogation facilities. 
(/) Specific guidance of the battalion com- 

mander and field army G2. 
(2) The majority of the personnel of the in- 

terrogation section are located at the field army 
interrogation center. The balance of the per- 
sonnel of the interrogator section are organized 
into screening teams for employment as required 
at PW facilities which may be established in the 
field army area. These teams screen incoming 
PW for the purpose of selecting certain sources 
for detailed interrogation. Upon selection, such 
sources are transferred to the interrogation cen- 
ter where detailed field army level interrogation 
takes place. The screening teams must maintain 
familiarity with the current situation and current 
intelligence requirements to maintain effective- 
ness of the interrogation effort. 

(3) The interrogation section is equipped 
with sound recording devices to assist in interro- 
gations. These devices, normally employed at the 
interrogation center, are operated under the su- 
pervision and direction of the officer in charge öf 
the interrogation section. The installation of 
these devices in field army interrogation facilities 
is accomplished by interrogation personnel as- 
sisted by technicians from the technical support 
branch of the battalion headquarters S3 section 
(para 3-9fif). 

(4) The interrogation section is equipped 
with teletypewriter sets and security equipment. 
This equipment is employed at the field army 
interrogation center and at PW facilities where 
screening is conducted. Usually, the teletype- 
writer equipment is connected into the nearest 
area signal center. In some instances, direct links 
will exist among the interrogation section, the 
battalion, and/or the field army G2 section (para 
3- 14). The organic communications equipment 
provides a rapid means of communications for 
exchange of information among interrogators and 
the transmission of information to the battalion 
and the field army G2. 

(5) The interrogation section has a limited 
capability of augmenting PW interrogation ele- 
ments of subordinate corps and division MI units 
for short periods of time. 

4- 10. Document Examination Section 

a. General. The document examination section 
translates captured enemy documents of field army 

intelligence interest. It also processes documents 
captured within the field army for evacuation to 
higher headquarters. 

b. Organization and Employment. 

(1) Members of the document examination 
section translate selected captured enemy docu- 
ments fully or in summary form depending upon 
field army collection priorities and the opera- 
tional capabilities of the section. Translator per- 
sonnel are not document analysts who produce 
intelligence; they merely perform the mechanics 
of translation. The translations are disseminated 
for exploitation and analysis by intelligence staffs 
and agencies and other interested organizations 
(e.g., civil affairs and psychological operations 
units). 

(2) Documents handled by the document ex- 
amination section may include those captured with 
PW or those otherwise obtained in the combat 
area. Translation missions, scheduling, or pri- 
ority translation of documents and similar oper- 
ational direction are received by the document 
examination section from the S3 section of the 
battalion or the field army G2 section. 

(3) Documents and other material to be 
translated normally reach the document examina- 
tion section through the S3 section. After trans- 
lation, documents are handled in accordance with 
theater army directives and policies. Reports of 
translations are rendered to the fied army G2 
through the battalion. Such reports, if of an 
emergency or priority nature, may be sent directly 
to the G2 with simultaneous transmission of 
duplicate copies to the battalion. 

(4) The document examination sections re- 
ceives, sorts, packs, crates, and arranges for the 
transport of captured enemy documents on a 
bulk basis. 

(5) The document examination section may, 
upon the direction of the field army G2, establish 
à field army documents center. This center is lo- 
cated in the area of the battalion headquarters or 
the headquarters of the MI company, interroga- 
tion. 

(6) With the concurrence of the field army 
G2, the battalion commander may employ some 
personnel of the document examination section 
with the interrogation section at the field army 
interrogation center. When employed in this 
manner, document translators function under the 
operational supervision of appropriate interroga- 
tion personnel. 

4-3 
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4—11. Operations Section 
a. General. The operations section is com- 

posed of officer and enlisted editorial personnel 
skilled in proofreading and' editing draft reports 
and familiar with field army G2 format require- 
ments, military terminology, and standards of 
report writing. 

5. Employment. 
(1) The operations section is employed at 

the field army interrogation center with the. in- 
terrogation section to support the interrogation 
effort. The primary editorial activity of this 
section is to convert interrogator notes and draft 
reports into usable, written interrogation reports 

15 October 1973 

for immediate distribution to the battalion and 
the field army G2. Reproduction of such reports 
in quantity and their subsequent distribution to 
interested agencies within the field army are ac- 
complished at the battalion headquarters. 

(2) Personnel of the operations section may 
also be employed in support of the document trans- 
lation effort of the MI Company, Interrogation. 
In such employment, their duties are similar to 
those in support of the interrogation section. Edi- 
torial personnel used by the interrogation section 
and the document examination section are under 
the operational control of the respective officer 
in charge of each facility. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

Section I. GENERAL 

5-1. Mission 
The MI company, counterintelligence (Cl) (TOE 
30-28), performs Cl functions as set forth in 
AR 381-103, within the military jurisdiction of 
a field army. 

5-2. Organization 
The MI company, Cl, is organic to the MI battal- 
ion, field army, and is one of its operating entities. 
Organization of the company is shown in figure 
5-1. 

5-3. Capabilities 
The MI Company, Cl— 

a. Contributes to the security of the field army 
through the detection of treason, sedition, sub- 

versive activity, and disaffection and the detec- 
tion, prevention, or neutralization of espionage 
and sabotage within or directed against the field 
army and the area of its jurisdiction. 

b. Conducts special operations as specified in 
AR 381-47 directed against hostile intelligence 
and Cl agencies within the field army area or 
within enemy-held areas. 

c. Collects information of Cl value concern- 
ing strategic or tactical Cl targets located within 
field army areas or within enemy-held areas. 

d. Develops and executes plans for the collec- 
tion of Cl information relating to enemy guerrilla 
operations in the field army rear areas which 
can affect the security of the forces in the field 
army. 

Ml Co, Cl 

Fid Ofc Tm HQ Sec Op Pit 

Civ Scty Sec Pit HQ Intg Sec 

Figure 5-1. Military intelligence company, counterintelligence (TOE 80-28). 
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Bestimm DO. COMMAND AND CONWOIL 

5—4, ©ememll 

The MI company, Cl, is-under the operational 
control of the MI battalión, field army. Staff su- 
pervision of the operational activities of the com- 
pany is exercised by the battalion S3. 

5—5. CommmmdleF 

The company commander advises the battalion 
commander on matters, pertaining to Cl special- 
ists and operations within the field army. He 
supervises the implementation of policies and di- 
rectives issued by the field army G2 and the bat- 
talion pertaining to Cl and security operations 
and investigations at field army level. 

5-6. Company Hleae!¡c¡¡u¡artiers 
a. General. The company headquarters con- 

sists of the company commander, first sergeant, 
communications personnel, and limited adminis- 
trative, mess, supply, and maintenance personnel. 

b. Location. The company headquarters is usu- 
ally located in the vicinity of, or within, the area 
of the battalion headquarters. The company can 
be remotely located and operate separately when 
required. In such cases, the organic support ele- 
ments of the company headquarters require per- 
sonnel augmentation from battalion assets. 

¡action DDO. ifWlOYMIIMT AND ©IPllKATBQNS 

5—7. ©îireddves earädl ieegiuioireiffiieiraifs 

a. Cl collection requirements and operational 
missions from the field army G2 are refined by 
the battalion S3 section into specific directives 
and are levied on the MI company, Cl. These di- 
rectives are processed through the company oper- 
ations platoon to outlying company operational 
field office teams. Conversely, reports and infor- 
mation from operational field office teams are 
processed through the operations and battalion 
S3 section to the field army G2. 

b. When emergency situations exist, the com- 
pany may forward collected information and in- 
vestigative reports directly to the field army G2 
section. The battalion receives copies of all such 
reports. 

c. The field army G2 section usually includes 
a Cl branch or section in its staff organization. 
This element assists the field army G2 in plan- 
ning, directing and supervising field army Cl ac- 
tivities. It is especially concerned with the oper- 
ational activities of the MI company, Cl, and 
maintains close and continuous liaison with its 
commander. 

i-s. y<s]5§©ifi> 
a. The MI company, Cl, maintains liaison with 

Cl operational elements at TA headquarters and 
with elements of the MI group, counterintelli- 
gence, TAACOM (TOE 30-60). It also maintains 
close liaison with Cl elements of MI units at- 
tached to subordinate commands of the field 

army. This liaison is normally accomplished by 
the company operational element nearest the 
subordinate tactical command headquarters. Addi- 
tionally, liaison is maintained with other military 
and civilian Cl and security elements and with 
civil affairs units operating in the field army area 
of responsibility. 

b. Field office teams of the company assume 
area control for Cl operations from division Cl 
elements or other security units in accordance 
with changes in area responsibilities resulting 
from forward or retrograde movement of the 
field army. It must be noted that the Cl element 
of corps has no rear area security responsibility. 
Effective liaison among Cl at all echelons reduces 
the time required for turnover of operations, in- 
vestigations and files, and insures continuity of 
the Cl effort. 

5-9. Seurœ Âdimiin5sîrsiî5@ifi) ©rad lep>©irî 
C©nîir@D 

a. Source administration and reports control 
are centralized at the battalion headquarters S3 
section by the source administration branch and 
by the reports control and analysts branch re- 
spectively (para 3-9e and 3-9/). 

b. Reports on sources and their activities are 
forwarded directly to the source administration 
branch for analysis and file. Reports and corre- 
spondence concerning sources, both potential and 
actual, from other operational elements of the 
battalion, including the units attached to subor- 
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díñate tactical commands of the held army, are 
also maintained in this branch. 

c. The reports control and analysis branch of 
the battalion S3 section is the repository for all 
battalion Cl reports as well as the library for 
required research and reference material. The 
branch, when augmented by other MI specialists, 
may be required to prepare Cl studies and re- 
ports, to analyze Cl reports, or provide an evalu- 
ation of the information submitted by the par- 
ticular source or net of sources. 

d. Distribution and exchange of Cl reports and 
technical and source operational data to higher 
and adjacent units are made through the field 
army G2 unless otherwise directed. 

e. Information on all personalities of Cl inter- 
est should be forwarded to the MI detachment, 
central records facility (TOE 30-68). 

5-10. Technical Support 
The MI company, Cl, and its subordinate elements 
maintain only limited technical support person- 
nel and equipment to carry out special opera- 
tional activities. This technical support is gen- 
erally restricted to investigative photography. 
Additional technical support and special (non- 
standard) items of investigative equipment are 
obtained from or through the technical support 
branch of the battalion S3 section (para 3-90). 

5-11. Operations Platoon 

a. The operations platoon is concerned with 
the direction, guidance, and supervision of sub- 
ordinate operational elements of the MI company, 
Cl. These include the interrogation section, the 
civil security section, and the field office teams. 
The operations platoon maintains only working 
files for use by subordinate teams and sections; 
research files and material are maintained by the 
battalion. The operations platoon coordinates the 
activities of the subordinate operational elements, 
prevents duplication of effort, and assures the 
required flexibility to meet varying operational 
needs within the field army area. Such coordi- 
nation may require the shifting of personnel from 
one operational element to another. The opera- 
tions platoon coordinates operational liaison 
within the field army area and is the element 
within the company which maintains continuous 
contact with the S3 section of the battalion, par- 
ticularly with the source administration branch. 

b. The operations platoon is responsible for 
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controlling such other Cl operations of a special 
nature which are directed against the enemy's 
intelligence or Cl agencies in the field army area 
or from enemy-held territory. Operations of this 
nature are controlled contrally from the opera- 
tions platoon by specially organized elements or 
operations teáms. These operations are com- 
partmented from all other company activities 
and operations (FM 30-17A). 

5-12. Interrogation Section 
■ a. General. The interrogation section is usu- 

ally located at the field army interrogation center. 
Personnel of this section conduct interrogations 
of PW and other enemy personnel determined or 
thought to be of Cl interest. 

b. Operations. The interrogation section of the 
MI company, Cl, coordinates closely with interro- 
gation personnel of the MI compnay, interroga- 
tion, which operates at the field army interroga- 
tion center. Personnel from the interrogation 
section of the MI company, Cl, may also accom- 
pany interrogation company PW screeners who 
are sent to outlying field army PW facilities or 
holding compounds on screening missions. Cl 
interrogators will select prisoners of Cl interest 
on these screening missions. 

e. Support. Communications facilities of the 
interrogation company are used by Cl personnel 
to communicate with the Cl company and with 
the MI battalion, field army. Other logistical sup- 
port is usually obtained from the interrogation 
company. Coordination of this support is accom- 
plished between the' commanders of the Cl and 
interrogation companies at the direction of the 
battalion commander. 

5-13. Civil Security Section 
Personnel of the civil security section are de- 
ployed with civil affairs elements in the field army 
area. The section may operate as one unit or 
may be organized into several agent teams, de- 
pending on the civilian population and the field 
army operational procedures for handling the 
civilian elements in its area of responsibility. 
Vehicular mounted radios are provided to insure 
communications between agent teams and be- 
tween the civil security section and company 
headquarters. The section primarily conducts 
screening and interrogations of line crossers, 
refugees, or local civilians assembled by civil 
affairs units for information of Cl interest. It 
also conducts other Cl investigations as assigned 
by the operations platoon. 

5-3 
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a. General. 

(1) Five field office teams are organic to the 
MI company, CL These teams may be augmented 
temporarily with additional Cl personnel from 
TA intelligence resources, depending on the size 
of the field army area and on operational re- 
quirements. Permanent augmentation requires 
preparation of an MTOE to provide additional 
cellular teams from TOE 30-500 to the company 
(chap 13). 

(2) The normal deployment of the organic 
Cl teams is one to support field army headquar- 
ters and MI battalion headquarters, and one to 
support the field army area behind the corps rear 
boundaries. The remaining three field office teams 
provide support within the corps area of respon- 
sibility. This deployment provides area support 
coverage down to the division rear boundary and 
also permits field office teams to operate near 
major planning headquarters in the field army 
area of responsibility. It also facilitates a close 
working relationship with tactical corps and divi- 
sion Cl personnel for takeover of areas in a field 
army advance and turnover of the field army area 
Cl missions to division Cl elements in a retro- 
grade movement. 

b. Employment. The field office teams are pri- 
marily employed to— 

(1) Secure or neutralize Cl. targets not 
covered during active combat or only partially 
controlled by the forward moving tactical ele- 
ments of the field army. 

(2) Conduct Cl surveys and inspections of 
field army installations located in the field army 
area of responsibility. 

(3) Seize enemy intelligence records, files, 
and reports, and hold for disposition. 

(4) Coordinate or perform security investi- 
gations of indigenous personnel to be employed 
by US Army units. 

(5) Screen for security purposes, refugees, 
displaced persons, other civilians, and PW and 
conduct Cl surveys and inspections of installa- 
tions where these personnel are located when 

these responsibilities are not accomplished by 
other operational elements of the counterintelli- 
gence company. 

(6) Survey travel control methods, pass pro- 
cedures, and checkpoint operations for purposes 
of determining security implications. 

(7) Conduct other investigations and make 
reports appropriate to the Cl and security mis- 
sion of the field army. 

(8) Develop civilian informant nets through- 
out their respective areas of responsibility to 
provide timely and pertinent information on per- 
sons and groups representing a threat to the com- 
mand and its operations. 

(9) Conduct special operations directed 
against hostile intelligence or Cl agencies in the 
field army area or in areas under enemy control. 

(10) Assist units of the field army, desig- 
nated by the field army G2, in matters pertaining 
to unit security programs and security training. 

c. Operations. 
(1) During the takeover of an area from a 

division MI company, there is a free exchange 
of information and files to include reports, black 
lists, gray lists, white lists, target files, and sim- 
ilar data. The exchange of source data is pre- 
scribed by battalion policies and supervised by 
the commander of the MI company, Cl. 

(2) Field office teams depend heavily on the 
company for administrative support, keeping their 
own administrative activities to a minimum. Only 
essential operational files are maintained at field 
office level. These files normally consist of cur- 
rent card files of personalities and organizations 
of security interest located within the field office’s 
jurisdictional area. 

(3) Field offices maintain liaison and coordi- 
nate with area intelligence teams of the MI com- 
pany, collection, as directed by the battalion. 

d. Communications. Field office teams are 
equipped to operate independently. Organic ve- 
hicular radios provide communications between 
outlying team subelements and their field office 
and can be used for communications between field 
offices and the company. In addition, the field 
offices use the facilities of the army area commu- 
nications system to communicate with the com- 
pany and the battalion. 

&=4 
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CHAPTER 6 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, COLLECTION 

Section I. 

6-1. Mission 

The MI company, collection (TOE 30-29), is an 
information collection unit which fulfills special 
battlefield intelligence requirements of the field 
army and higher headquarters (AR 381-150 and 
FM 30-18). 

6-2. Organization 

The MI company, collection is an operational ele- 

GENERAL 

ment of the MI battalion, field army. Figure 6-1 
shows the organization of this company. The 
company consists of area intelligence officer, war- 
rant officer, and enlisted specialists, organized 
into cellular operational teams. A limited num- 
ber of nonoperational personnel ; i.e., administra- 
tive, mess, supply, ánd maintenance, are included 
in the company headquarters to provide an or- 
ganic support capability for the unit and its per- 
sonnel. 

Ml Co, Coll 

Op Sec Coll Pit Comm Sec HQ Sec 

Pit HQ Coll Tin 

Figure 6-1. Military intelligence company, collection (TOE 80-29). 

6-1 
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Section II. COMMAND, CONTROL, AND OPERATIONS 

6-3. General 6—4. Operations 

The MI company, collection, operates under the Details concerning the organization, capabilities, 
operational control of the battalion commander employment, and operations of the MI company, 
through the battalion S3 section. collection, are contained in FM 30-18. 

6-2 
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CHAPTER 7 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
STANAG 2084 

Section I. GENERAL 

7-1. Mission 
The MI company, technical intelligence (TI), 
(TOE 30-34), produces TI through the selective 
examination^evaluation^and classification of tech- 
nical information derived from the exploitation 
of foreign materiel and facilities. In addition, the 
unit assists interrogation elements in obtaining 
technical information from knowledgeable sub- 
jects and provides assistance in establishing se- 
curity measures to prevent foreign examination 
of US equipment/materiel. 

7—2. Organization 
a. The MI company, TI, is an organic opera- 

tional element of the MI battalion, field army. The 
consolidation in one company of various technical 
skills provides a unique functional technical in- 
telligence support effort to a field army. Figure 
7-1 depicts the organization of this company. 

b. FM 30-16, Technical Intelligence, provides 
broad doctrinal guidance on the TI functions with- 
in the army in the field. It should be used in con- 
junction with the material addressed in this chap- 
ter to better understand technical intelligence 
organizations, functions and operations. 

7—3. Capabilities 
a. The MI company, TI— 

(1) Collects, examines, evaluates, and classi- 
fies captured technical documents and materiel. 

(2) Makes preliminary evaluation of enemy 
materiel. 

(3) Prepares and disseminates TI reports, 
summaries, and analyses on the capabilities, limi- 
tations, use and effectiveness of enemy materiel. 

(4) Prepares and maintains TI records and 
files. 

(5) Instructs on the capabilities, recognition, 

characteristics, use, maintenance of enemy mate- 
riel, countermeasures, and interchangeability of 
our own and allied materiel. 

(6) Determines the vulnerability of enemy 
equipment and materiel to our own and allied 
weapons and munitions. 

(7) Investigates intelligence targets to eval- 
uate enemy scientific and technical achievements 
in research, development, production, and storage 
so that further detailed analyses may be made by 
appropriate personnel. 

(8) Collects, evaluates, and interprets infor- 
mation affecting the health and welfare of men 
and animals in actual or possible areas of opera- 
tion which is immediately or potentially signifi- 
cant for military planning. 

(9) Prepares questionnaires for interroga- 
tions of persons knowledgeable of technical in- 
formation. 

(10) Operates as a control center for a co- 
ordinated TI program within the field army. 

(11) Prepares captured equipment and ma- 
teriel for evacuation as required. 

(12) Provides intelligence release for war 
trophies and monitors program within field army. 

6. In performing its tasks, this company is 
dependent upon the general chemical laboratory 
(TOE 3-97) for field laboratory support. In addi- 
tion, this unit is supplied photographic process- 
ing support from the Army signal battalion (TOE 
11-95). Augmentation may be provided from 
TOE 30-600, when appropriate, to meet additional 
operational requirements (chap 13). 

c. The number of assigned TI personnel within 
the company, the size of the field army’s area of 
responsibility, and the TI production priorities of 
the company severely limit its capability to ex- 
ploit captured enemy equipment and materiel in 

7-1 
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Ml Co, TI 
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Figure 7-1. Military intelligence company, technical intelligence (TOE 30-34). 

the forward battle areas of the field army. The 
immediate-type exploitation of enemy equipment 
and materiel falling under friendly control is ac- 
complished by separate and independent TI col- 
lection teams operating from the corps head- 
quarters of the field army. 

(1) At present there are no TI collection 
teams contained in the MIOSS supporting the 
corps of a field army. The MIOSS provides only 
for TI coordinator personnel to augment the or- 
ganic G2 staff of the corps (para 9-12). When 

authorized, these teams consist of TI collection 
specialists representing the five functional areas 
of TI identical to that found in the organization 
of the company. They are employed in a for- 
ward area TI exploitation and collection capacity 
in support of corps and field army requirements, 
and operate under the staff supervision and guid- 
ance of the corps G2. 

(2) Pending authorization of TI collection 
teams in MI companies at corps level, cellular TI 
detachments, listed in TOE 30-600, are used as 

7-2 
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required to provide the TI collection requirements 
of the field army (chap 18). Upon approval of 
the field army commanders, these detachments 
are requisitioned by means of MTOE from theater 
army and CONUS assets, assigned to the MI 
battalion, field army, and further attached to 
tactical corps headquarters based on approved 

operational requirements of the field army and 
its corps. 

7-4. Location 
The MI company, TI, is located with, or adjacent 
to, its parent MI battalion, field army headquar- 
ters in the vicinity of the supported field army 
headquarters. 

Section II. COMMAND, CONTROL, AND OPERATIONS 

7-5. Command and Control 

a. The field army G2 is responsible for the di- 
rection and staff supervision of the entire TI 
effort within the field army. He is assisted by TI 
staff personnel organic to the field army head- 
quarters which is augmented by TI personnel from 
the army headquarters support section of the 
battalion (para 3-18&). These personnel nor- 
mally consitute a TI division or branch within 
the field army G2 section. Staff policy, guidance, 
requirements, and directives pertaining to TI col- 
lection and production are formulated by the TI 
staff element of the field army G2 and forwarded 
through the battalion for execution by the com- 
pany. Day-to-day operations of the company are 
controlled and directed by the battalion S3 section. 

b. The MI company, TI, maintains close and 
continuous liaison with TI staff elements of thea- 
ter army, field army and corps, and with TI col- 
lection elements opearting in the field army for- 
ward area of responsibility. Close coordination 
with elements of the G2 field army staff (e.g., 
OB, and strategic intelligence production ele- 
ments), other staff personnel representing the 
various technical services, and battalion collection 
agencies (e.g., collection and interrogation com- 
panies) is necessary to insure smooth integration 
of the overall TI effort. 

7-6. Operations 

a. General. This company performs all TI 
functions utilizing combat service support person- 
nel operating as functional elements. For exam- 
ple, the company— 

(1) Assists. in the TI planning conducted 
concurrently by the battalion headquarters and 
the field army G2 staff. 

(2) Provides centralized control of all TI 
activities in the field army area. Engineer topo- 
graphic and terrain intelligence and signal com- 
munications intelligence are not included with 
the scope of TI (FM 30-16). 

(3) Is organized to function as the command 
and control center for the receipt, evaluation, re- 
porting, and shipment to higher headquarters of 
all TI material received at field army level. 

b. Company Headquarters. Personnel and 
equipment are provided in the company headquar- 
ters for the supervision, coordination, and con- 
trol of the activities of organic platoons. Ad- 
ministrative, supply, mess, maintenance, and 
communication personnel are also provided to 
support the operating elements of the company. 

c. Support Platoon. The support platoon pro- 
vides technical support to the evaluation and 
analysis sections of the company. This support 
includes drafting and illustrating; packing, 
crating, and shipping; translating; and photo- 
graphic services. It improves support to all oper- 
ational elements through a centralized effort. The 
functions of the support platoon are as follows: 

(1) Platoon headquarters. The platoon head- 
quarters is responsible for supervising and di- 
recting the activities of the platoon. It contains 
personnel for the drafting and illustrating sup- 
port to the unit. 

(2) Photography section. The photography 
section provides both still and motion picture 
photographic services for the company. Develop- 
ing, printing, enlarging, and other processing sup- 
port is required from the army signal battalion 
(TOE 11-95), although frequently the MI bat- 
talion, field army, can provide limited support. 

(3) Preservation and packaging section. The 
preservation and packaging section receives and 
unpacks equipment and materiel. It also packs 
and crates small items of materiel for evacuation 
as required. Unless specific instructions to the 
contrary are given by DA, all items evacuated to 
CONUS will be forwarded to the Commander, US 
Army Foreign Science and Technology Center, 
ATTN : AMST-FS, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland 21005, in accordance with provisions 
of the theater command. The section has within 

7-3 
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it the necessary expertise in the handling of ex- 
plosive and sensitive materiel, and with the as- 
sistance of the chemical personnel in the evalu- 
ation and analysis platoon, in the handling of 
chemical, biological, and radiological materiel. 

(4) Translation section. The translation sec- 
tion translates foreign language documents con- 
cerning foreign TI materiel into English or other 
languages as required. It also translates identi- 
fication plates, nomenclature markings, and in- 
structions accompanying foreign materiel. 

d. Evaluation and Analysis Platoon. 

(1) The evaluation and analysis platoon, with 
the assistance of the translation section, performs 
the detailed analysis of documents and materiel 
for information pertinent to TI. It evaluates this 
information in conjunction with reports and in- 
formation from other intelligence sources, and 
prepares reports for distribution as prescribed. 

(2) Each of the sections in this platoon has 
certain common functions and responsibilities. 
In the production of TI, each section, under the 
supervision of the platoon leader— 

(a) Assists in the planning and collection 
effort pertaining to its own particular functional 
TI area. 

(ft) Provides guidance to the corps collec- 
tion teams in the collection of technical informa- 
tion and materiel. 

(c) Evaluates and processes collected ma- 
teriel for TI information. 

(d) Provides essential elements of infor- 
mation to intelligence interrogators for the in- 
terrogation of PW, refugees, evacuees, displaced 
persons, and escapees for information of interest 
to TI. 

(3) The functions of the component elements 
of the evaluation and analysis platoon are as 
follows : 

(a) Platoon headquarters. The headquar- 
ters is responsible for initial analysis of materiel, 
coordination of evaluation among the various sec- 
tions of the platoon, and participation in the 
preparation, edition, and dissemination of reports 
through prescribed command and intelligence 
channels. The platoon headquarters provides the 
control, assignment for evaluation, and recording 
of disposition of TI items. When an item of ma- 
teriel is received, the platoon headquarters as- 
signs the item to the section which has primary 

interest, and informs other sections having sec- 
ondary interest. 

(6) Communications-electronics section. 
The communications-electronics section performs 
technical evaluation and analysis of foreign fixed 
plant communications, signal information, and 
signal equipment to include wire, radio, teletype- 
writer, automatic data processing, electronic war- 
fare, combat surveillance, radar, radiac facsimile, 
meteorological, and Laser communication equip- 
ment. 

(c) Weapons and munitions section. The 
weapons and munitions section performs the TI 
evaluation and analysis of free rockets, guided 
missiles, and associated equipment including in- 
ternal guidance and launching equipment; weap- 
ons and combat vehicles to include tanks, towed 
and self-propelled guns, howitzers and armored 
personnel carriers; nuclear and nonnuclear am- 
munition; rocket and missile warheads (nuclear 
and nonnuclear) ; chemical, biological, and radio- 
logical weapons, munitions and ammunitions, and 
propellants ; explosives and pyrotechnics ; meteor- 
ological and propellant-activated devices ; and 
mines. 

(d) General supply and equipment section. 
The general supply and equipment section per- 
forms TI analysis and evaluation of general de- 
fensive, detection, and protective supplies; pe- 
troleum; clothing and textiles; subsistence; 
chemical, biological, and radiological agents and 
equipment; and photographic equipment. 

(e) Mobility section. The mobility section 
performs TI analysis and evaluation of aeronau- 
tical, aerial delivery, surface transportation (ma- 
rine and land), power generation, construction, 
barrier, and bridging equipment ; general purpose 
vehicles such as amphibian vehicles to include 
cargo and utility vehicles and self-propelled, 
tracked, and bridging vehicles; and general sup- 
port equipment and supplies. The mobility sec- 
tion does not duplicate the functions of engineer 
terrain intelligence described in FM 5-30 and 
FM 30-10. 

(/) Medical section. The medical section 
examines, evaluates, and classifies captured tech- 
nical documents and materiel; prepares and dis- 
seminates technical intelligence reports, sum- 
maries, and analyses; prepares and maintains 
technical intelligence records and files; and pre- 
pares and coordinates the disposition of captured 
medical materiel with the field army surgeon as 
required. 
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CHAPTER 8 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, DIVISION 

Section I. GENERAL 

8-1. Mission 

The military intelligence company, division (TOE 
30-17), has the mission of performing specialized 
intelligence and Cl functions which require the 
employment of special skills or the utilization of 
foreign languages in support of an infantry, air- 
borne, airmobile, armored, or mechanized infan- 
try division. 

8-2. Organization and Assignment 
a. The MI company, division, is assigned to 

the MI battalion, field army, and is attached to 
the division which it supports on a quasiperma- 
nent basis. The basis of allocation is one company 
per division. Figure 8-1 is an organizational 
chart of the MI company, division. 

b. MI companies in support of armored, infan- 
try, and mechanized divisions are identical in 
personnel strengths and equipment authoriza- 
tions. The MI Companies in support of airborne 
and airmobile divisions have a slightly modified 
personnel and equipment authorization. This dif- 

ference is discussed in paragraph 8-10. 

c. All MI companies provide four basic types 
of intelligence support services, i.e., intelligence 
analysis, intelligence interrogation, II, and Cl. 
General concepts of employment of these person- 
nel in support of all types of division are similar 
and the contents of this chapter, with minor 
modification, are appropirate to all divisions. 

8-3. Capabilities 
The MI company, division : 

a. Provides assistance to the division G2 in the 
specialized fields of intelligence analysis, II, Cl, 
and intelligence interrogation. 

b. Performs nonspecialized intelligence staff 
functions in addition to assigned specialties. 

c. Has access to additional capabilities pro- 
vided by augmentation teams from TOE 30-500 
and TOE 30-600 when required (chap 13). Addi- 
tionally, augmentation may be provided by the 
MI battalion, field army. 

8-1 
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Figure 8—1. Military intelligence company, division (TOE 80—17). 

Section II. COMMAND AND CONTROL 

8—4. Attachment 

The MI company, division, is attached to a divi- 
sion for all operations and for certain logistical 
support (i.e., quarters, medical, rations, standard 
expendable supplies, special seasonal items, re- 
placement of nonexpendable TOE items, and cer- 
tain equipment maintenance). Responsibility for, 
and control of, administration, personnel services, 

courts-martial, individual and unit training, spe- 
cial intelligence operational equipment and sup- 
plies, direct and general support maintenance of 
special technical equipment, and technical guid- 
ance remain with the MI battalion, held army. 

8-5. Operational Control 

o. General. The division commander normally 

8-2 
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exercises operational control of the company 
through his ACofS, G2, who provides operational 
guidance and issues orders and directives to the 
company in the name of the commander. The 
division G2 receives assistance in guiding the 
operational activities of the company from the 
company commander and the division’s organic 
G2 section personnel. (See pertinent portions of 
TOE 7-4, 17-4, 37-4, 57-4, and 67-4 for author- 
ized personnel strengths of G2 sections organic 
to each type of division.) FM 61-100 and FM 
101-5 also provide information on the tactical 
organizational structure and the operational pro- 
cedures of division G2 sections. 

b. Responsibilities of the MI Company, (Divi- 
sion) Commander. 

(1) Operational control of the company by 
the supported division does not relieve the com- 
pany of his command responsibility. He is re- 
sponsible for the administration, supply, training, 
and discipline of each member of the company. 
He is also responsible for providing each of the 
four organic elements of the company and all 
MI attached personnel with the necessary sup- 
port to enable them to accomplish their assigned 
missions. The company commander coordinates 
activities of the company and its personnel with 
the parent battalion, to include arranging tech- 
nical support and assistance for company opera- 
tional elements. 

(2) The company commander makes frequent 
visits to the places of employment of all company 
members to insure the personnel are properly 
employed and are receiving adequate support from 
the company headquarters, and other appropriate 
services. 

(3) The company commander is often utilized 
as a deputy G2 since he can contribute most ef- 
fectively to the overall division intelligence effort 
in this capacity. If not assigned as the deputy 
G2, the company commander should monitor the 
activities of all company sections to ensure that 
they are providing the necessary intelligence sup- 
port to the division. 

(4) The company commander must be per- 
mitted sufficient time to supervise the activities 
of his company headquarters and to fulfill his ad- 
ministrative and support responsibilities for all 

personnel of the company. The G2 should en- 
courage close working harmony between the G2 
section and the company headquarters, and pro- 
mote full integration of operational effort be- 
tween the intelligence specialists of the company 
and his organic G2 section. 

c. Timeliness of. Intelligence Operations. Tac- 
tical intelligence operations require utmost speed 
in the dissemination of collection directives and 
the subsequent dissemination of collected infor- 
mation. Procedures should not be instituted 
whereby collection directives or collected infor- 
mation would be delayed by funneling through a 
separate MI headquarters. Collection directives 
are channeled directly from the G2 section to the 
intelligence specialists of the company engaged 
in information collection activities; conversely, 
collected information is channeled from the col- 
lector to the G2 section. 

8-6. Ml Company Headquarters 

a. General. The company headquarters con- 
tains command, administrative, and other sup- 
port personnel. Organic logistic support is limited 
to accountability for organizational supplies and 
coordination with the division headquarters and 
the battalion headquarters supply agencies. 

b. Location. The company headquarters is lo- 
cated at the division main command post. It is 
often collocated with that portion of the division 
organic G2 section which is not employed at the 
TÓC or the alternate division TOC. 

c. Employment. Unless otherwise directed by 
the division G2 and the company commander, 
company headquarters personnel perform routine 
administrative and support duties for the oper- 
ational company elements employed in the G2 
section and throughout the division’s area of re- 
sponsibility. 

d. Communications. The company headquar- 
ters is equipped with field telephones which are 
connected to the nearest division signal center. 
These facilities provide communications from the 
company headquarters to the G2 section and to 
elements of the company operating throughout 
the division area of responsibility. 

8-3 



B—7. ©«mieirsil 
a. This section discusses the organization and 

employment of the four operational elements of 
the divisional MI companies; the interrogation 
section, the analysis and production section, the 
II platoon, and the Cl section. No distinction has 
been made concerning the type division supported 
by these operational elements with the exception 
of the airborne and airmobile divisional MI com- 
panies. This variance is discussed in paragraph 
8-10. 

b. The operational procedures and techniques 
pertaining to each of the four intelligence spe- 
cialties found in the company are discussed in 
FM 30-5, FM 30-15, FM 30-17, and FM 30-20. 
Procedures and techniques which apply to sta- 
bility operations are contained in FM 30-31. 

i—S. Dmifîeinr®g)eaî'î®irD Seeitomi 

a. General. 
(1) Personnel of the interrogation section 

interrogate PW, refugees, other civilians, escapees 
and evaders as directed. They scan captured 
enemy documents for information of intelligence 
value. Interrogation personnel may also provide 
limited and temporary interpreter/translator sup- 
port to the G2 section or to other operating ele- 
ments of the company. The personnel are not 
interpreters/translators for nonintelligence pur- 
poses. 

(2) Within the division, emphasis is placed 
on conducting brief initial tactical interrogations 
at the lowest levels (brigade and battalion) and 
on supplementing such interrogations with more 
lengthy division level interrogation. Stress is 
placed on flexibility of interrogator employment 
and the need for utmost speed in dissemination 
of collected information by interrogators. 

b. Organization and Employment. 

(1) The interrogation section consists of a 
control element, one interrogation support team 
and three brigade support teams. The control 
element can also form an interrogation team for 
a limited time. The number of teams employed 
and the number of personnel comprising each 
team may vary in accordance with the existing 
or anticipated tactical situation. 

(2) The usual location of the interrogation 
control element is at the division central PW 
collecting point. Interrogation teams are em- 

ployed at the collection point and at other loca- 
tions as directed by the division G2 and the com- 
pany commander. 

(3) interrogation teams are often temporar- 
ily attached to, or placed in direct support of the 
division’s subordinate brigades. When interroga- 
tion support requirements no longer exist at sub- 
ordinate echelons, the teams are recalled and 
returned to the control of the interrogation sec- 
tion at the divisional PW collecting point. 

(4) When interrogation teams are temporar- 
ily dispatched for operations to subordinate bri- 
gades, their collection effort is under the opera- 
tional supervision of the brigade S2. They may 
be used at forward division collecting points lo- 
cated in the brigade trains areas (committed 
brigades) or they may be further attached to 
committed battalions of the brigade to provide 
intelligence interrogation support at these levels. 

(5) The division G2 provides broad guidance 
on the employment of company intelligence inter- 
rogators to subordinate tactical commands which 
have interrogation support. Interrogators who 
support division subordinate tactical elements 
should remain cognizant of the overall division 
intelligence requirements and incorporate those 
requirements in their interrogation effort. 

Aira®ly§5§ emd IFmdliuiefîô®® S©eifD®iñi 

a. General. The analysis and production sec- 
tion augments the organic G2 section and is inte- 
grated into the section on a permanent basis. It 
provides the G2 section with an OB intelligence 
production capability required to support tactical 
operations of the division on a sustained basis. 

b. Employment. The analysis and production 
section is usually divided into two duty shifts 
which parallel the duty shifts of the organic G2 
section. The analysis and production section dis- 
places with the G2 section. OB Intelligence Ana- 
lysts represent an element of the G2 duty team 
and are normally employed in the G2/G3 element 
of the division tactical operations center and the 
alternate TOC. Operational control and super- 
vision of the day-to-day activities is exercised by 
the G2 and his principal staff officer assistants. 

c. MI Company Relationships. The analysis 
and production section receives administrative 
and logistic support from the company. The com- 
pany commander, although relinquishing opera- 
tional control of OB personnel to the G2 section, 
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is responsible for providing the necessary sup- 
port to permit their effective utilization in ac- 
complishing the intelligence missions of the com- 
mand. 

8-10. Imagery Interpretation (II) Platoon 
a. General. The II platoon provides photo- 

graphic, radar and infrared imagery interpreta- 
tion support to the division. 

b. Organization and Employment. The II pla- 
toon is organized to provide a platoon headquar- 
ters, an II section, a reproduction section and a 
data terminal section. 

(1) The platoon headquarters is the control 
element of the platoon. The G2 Air provides the 
II platoon leader with day-to-day guidance and 
operational direction concerning the II effort. 

(2) The II section is provided with a tactical 
imagery interpretation facility (THF). The ve- 
hicle-mounted THF provides the necessary equip- 
ment to interpret all types of imagery recorded 
by aerial sensors. In the airmobile and airborne 
configurations of the MI company, division, the 
THF is replaced by two shop vans. Additionally, 
there are minor variations in II personnel and 
equipment authorizations. 

(3) The reproduction section is provided with 
a vehicle-transportable imagery reproduction fa- 
cility containing the necessary equipment for 
developing, reproducing and printing aerial 
imagery. 

(4) The data terminal ' section contains 
ground sensor terminals (GST) which receive 
and reconstitute IR and side-looking airborne 
radar (SLAR) imagery on a near-real time basis. 

(5) The organization and deployment of the 
II platoon is oriented around its organic THF. 
The use of the GST influences the deployment of 
the platoon and its TIIF since TIIF-GST facili- 
ties are normally collocated to provide immediate 
interpretation of the IR and SLAR imagery avail- 
able as a result of GST employment. The actual 
location of these personnel and units is further 
influenced by the line-of-sight requirements be- 
tween GST and the airborne sensor (FM 30-20). 

c. Communications. 
(1) The II platoon is provided mobile radio 

teletypewriter (RATT) equipment which is collo- 
cated with each TIIF. The airmobile and air- 
borne configuration of the MI Company, Divi- 
sion, are also provided mobile RATT equipment. 
This RATT equipment provides the division G2 

Air with an operational net for division II pur- 
poses. The net links the division G2 Air and the 
TIIF installation with the corps G2 Air and the 
MI Company Aerial Surveillance, a corps asset. 
Additionally, each TIIF is equipped with a tele- 
type circuit which links with area communica- 
tions. This link enables dissemination of II re- 
ports, enemy and friendly ground situations and 
other operational information. 

(2) Operating elements of the II platoon are 
also provided field telephones which are con- 
nected into the division communications system. 
This system provides communication between 
operating elements, with the division G2 and the 
MI company. 

8—11. Counterintelligence (Cl) Section 
a. General. The Cl section provides the divi- 

sion with Cl specialists who advise, assist and par- 
ticipate in military security measures of the 
division encompassing personnel, document and 
physical security. These measures include Cl in- 
spections and surveys, the screening of refugees 
and other civilians, interrogation of persons of 
Cl interest, and special Cl operations designed 
to enhance the security of the command through 
countersabotage, countersubversion and counter- 
espionage operations. 

b. Organization and Employment. 
(1) The Cl section consists of an operations 

section and six Cl teams. The number of teams 
employed and the number of personnel comprising 
each team may vary in accordance with the ex- 
isting or anticipated tactical situation. Normally, 
two men comprise a Cl team. 

(2) The Cl control element, from the opera- 
tions section, is located near the main division 
command post (CP). Its location must permit 
the conduct of sensitive Cl activities. The con- 
trol element is not large enough to provide its 
own local ground defense, a factor to be consid- 
ered in determining the opearting location of 
the control element. 

(3) The senior Cl officer may be designated 
chief of the Cl branch of the G2 section since Cl 
staff personnel are not organic to the division 
G2 section. When so designated, the senior Cl 
officer and one or more personnel of the section 
will provide support, as required, for the Cl 
branch of the G2 section. 

(4) As a staff officer in the G2 section, the 
senior Cl officer’s staff responsibilities will limit 
his participation in operational activities and 

8-5 
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restrict his ability to provide detailed supervision 
of the operational elements of the Cl section. 
When employed on the G2 section staff, the senior 
Cl officer relies on the operations officer of the 
Cl section to supervise the activities of the oper- 
ational elements. 

(5) The Cl teams of the section are deployed 
through the division area of responsibility as 
required. The deployment of teams is influenced 
by the tactical situation. Teams may be tempo- 
rarily attached to brigades. Cl teams may also 
be employed at the division central PW collect- 
ing point and with civil affairs units assigned 
or attached to the division. 

c. Communications. 

(1) The Cl section is provided with vehicle- 
mounted radio equipment which permits the es- 
tablishment of an internal division Cl net. The 
net control station is maintained at the control 
element of the section. 

(2) Cl teams placed in support of subordi- 
nate tactical elements of the division also use the 
communications systems of the supported com- 
mand to maintain contact with the division G2 
section, their control headquarters, and the com- 
pany. 

d. Support. The Cl section may require spe- 
cial assistance from tactical troops, MP, or other 
divisional elements to accomplish special missions 
or meet operational requirements which may 
result from changing combat situations. Support 
from other divisional elements is requested 
through the division G2. 

8-12. Ml Companies With Independent 
Divisions 

а. Army divisions can be expected to partici- 
pate as independent forces or as Army compo- 
nents of joint forces in special or other tactical 
operations. In these instances, a division is aug- 
mented as necessary with additional personnel 
and/or equipment to permit it to operate effec- 
tively on a self-supporting basis. 

б. The MI company in support of a division 
employed as an independent force provides the 
division with the necessary intelligence support 
to accomplish the division’s mission. When nec- 
essary, the MI company receives additional per- 
sonnel and equipment augmentation from the MI 
battalion, field army or TA intelligence resources. 

c. Augmentation to the company is based on 
an analysis of the intelligence requirements which 
will occur during an independent division oper- 
ation. Additional intelligence specialists in the 
four basic intelligence services routinely pro- 
vided by the MI company may be necessary. Other 
specialists, such as technical intelligence person- 
nel, may also be added to the company. Certain 
technical equipment and supplies normally ob- 
tained from the MI battalion may also be fur- 
nished for the use of the company in supporting 
the division. Upon completion of an independent 
division operation, personnel and equipment aug- 
mentation will revert to the MI unit from which 
obtained (chap 13). 

d. The principles which apply to MI support 
for independent divisions also apply in stability 
operations (FM 30-31). 

8-6 
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CHAPTER 9 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, CORPS 

Section I. 

9-1. Mission 
The MI company, corps (TOE 30-18), has the 
mission of performing specialized intelligence 
and Cl functions which require the employment 
of special skills or the utilization of foreign lan- 
guages in support of a standard or airborne 
corps,. operating independently or as part of a 
field army. 

9-2. Organization and Assignment 

a. The MI company, corps, is assigned to the 
military intelligence battalion, field army, and is 
attached to the corps on a quasipermanent basis. 
The basis of allocation is one company per corps. 
MI companies in support of standard or airborne 
corps are identical. Figure 9-1 is an organization 
chart of the MI company, corps. 

b. The same principles regarding attachment, 

GENERAL 

organization, and employment as those pre- 
scribed for the MI company, division (chap 8), 
apply to the corps MI companies. This chapter 
will be limited to the minor organizational and 
operational differences between the two com- 
panies. 

9-3. Capabilities 
The MI company, corps— 

а. Provides assistance to the corps G2 in the 
specialized fields of intelligence analysis, intelli- 
gence interrogation, document translation, Cl, 
II, and TI coordination. Additionally, this unit 
can be augmented by a TI collection section. 

б. Performs nonspecialized intelligence staff 
functions in addition to assigned specialties. 

c. Lands by parachute or aircraft when at- 
tached to an airborne corps. 

9-1 
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Figur« 9—1. Military intelligence company, corps (TOE 30-18). 

Section II. COMMAND AND CONTROL 

9-4. Method of Attachment 

The same principles regarding attachment, sup- 
port, and deployment as those prescribed for the 
MI company, division, apply to the MI company, 
corps. 

9—5. Operational Control 

a. General. The corps MI company is under 
the operational control of the corps commander. 
Principles of command and control of the com- 
pany and the staff relationship between the com- 
pany commander and the corps ACofS, G2, are 

the same as those described for the division MI 
company. The personnel of the corps company, 
depending on their particular intelligence spe- 
cialty, are integrated into the organic corps G2 
section or are employed in support of corps in- 
telligence activities in the corps areas of respon- 
sibility. See TOE 52-12 for the authorized per- 
sonnel strengths of G2 sections organic to each 
corps. FM 101-5 also provides information on 
the tactical organizational structure and opera- 
tional procedures of corps G2 sections. 

b. Responsibilities of the Company Commander. 
The same responsibilities listed for the divisional 

9-2 
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MI company commander apply to the corps MI 
company commander (para 8-5b). 

9-6. Ml Company Headquarters 

a. The corps MI company headquarters con- 
tains essentially the same number and type of 
personnel as is found in divisional MI company 

headquarters. The location, method of employ- 
ment, and the functions of both headquarters ele- 
ments are similar (para 8-6). 

ft. The corps MI company headquarters is 
equipped with field telephones for connection with 
the corps command communications system, pro- 
viding communications with the corps G2 sec- 
tion and other units as required. 

Section Ml. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST SUPPORT 

9—7. Analysis and Production Section 

a. The analysis and production section includes 
an OB element. Corps OB interests are broader 
in scope and more detailed than the division. The 
OB element of the corps MI company is slightly 
larger than its divisional equivalent and is capa- 
ble of providing limited special OB studies within 
the scope of the corps OB mission (FM 30-5). 

b. The corps MI company provides analyst sup- 
port to the corps G2 section through the analysis 
and production section. Analyst personnel are 
integrated into the corps G2 section and opera- 
tions branch and assist the branch in the prepa- 
ration of intelligence reports and documents. 

c. This section does not possess organic trans- 
portation means. During periods of displace- 
ment, their personnel move as an integral element 
of the corps G2 section. 

9-8. Interrogation Section 

a. General. Corps is not in the normal channel 
of PW evacuation but does maintain a PW facil- 
ity for PW and other sources captured or de- 
tained by corps troops and those selected at divi- 
sion PW collecting points for interrogation at 
corps. The corps MI company interrogation sec- 
tion has a limited capability to accomplish se- 
lected interrogations based on corps intelligence 
requirements. It also provides limited document 
exploitation and interpreter support for the 
corps G2. 

(1) The interrogation section may operate 
as one element at a designated corps PW facility. 
Arrangements are made with the field army MP 
units for delivery and pickup of selected sources 
who may have been screened for corps interroga- 
tions by division interrogators. Sources captured 
or detained by corps troops are also delivered to 
corps interrogators. 

(2) The interrogation section has sufficient 

organizational equipment and transportation to 
operate as three independent interrogation teams. 
A type deployment would place one team at the 
corps PW facility, and the other team at com- 
mitted division collection points in a screening 
role. 

(3) Selected personnel of the interrogation 
section also perform limited translation and 
document processing functions for the corps G2. 
A small team of personnel specializing in docu- 
ment exploitation is generally located at the G2 
section. All captured enemy documents (other 
than those found on prisoners) are channeled 
from division to corps. Personnel of the trans- 
lation team produce complete or extract trans- 
lation reports, classify all documents received 
according to category as directed by the G2, and 
forward them to field army headquarters. The 
small number of personnel available for these 
duties severely restricts the capability for trans- 
lations and/or processing of large volume of docu- 
ments. Augmentation is provided by field army 
resources when operational requirements exceed 
assigned capabilities. 

(4) The interrogation section can also fur- 
nish, upon demand, personnel for interpreter 
duties in conjunction with corps G2 operational 
requirements. The small total number of per- 
sonnel possessing specialized language skills se- 
verely restricts their use as interpreters. When 
interpreters are needed at corps level to support 
intelligence functions on a permanent basis, aug- 
mentation must be provided by field army or 
higher echelon intelligence resources. 

b. Communications. The interrogation section 
is equipped with field telephones for access to 
either the corps command communications sys- 
tem or the army area communications system to 
communicate with corps G2 and any outlying in- 
terrogation teams. Corps interrogation teams 
operating at division collecting points rely upon 
the division communications facilities. If radio 
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communications are required to enable operating 
intelligence elements to enter corps command 
nets on a temporary basis, the arrangements 
must be made with the corps CE Officer. 

9—9. technical Iníelligenee (¥1) Seefîion 

a. The duties and functions of the corps TI 
section are similar to those of the TI team of the 
army headquarters support section (para 3-19d). 
Personnel of this section augment organic TI 
personnel of the corps G2 section, operations 
branch. They are staff coordinating personnel 
and are not normally employed in an operational 
role. 

b. The TI coordinator of the corps G2 staff 
must work closely with the TI collection team 
(augmentation) that operates within the corps 
area of responsibility. Close liaison will be nec- 
essary since the corps TI coordinator must depend 
upon the collection team for preliminary exami- 
nations, analysis, evaluation, and assistance in 
evacuation of equipment acquired by corps tac- 
tical elements. Evacuation of captured mate- 
riel and equipment will normally be to the tech- 
nical intelligence company, field army, for 
disposition. 

lû. Couimfîeriiniîellligieifiiee (CO) Seefîô@n 

a. General. Corps level Cl functions do not 
normally encompass an area-type mission. The 
corps MI company Cl section confines its activi- 
ties to providing corps headquarters security 
coverage and maintains liaison with army and 
division level Cl section elements. The corps G2 
section contains an organic Cl element, although 
selected personnel of the Cl section may be em- 
ployed to augment the staff Cl effort. Addition- 
ally, an operational team may be formed from the 
MI company Cl section to provide the corps G2 
section with a readily available operational field 
element which can be dispatched anywhere in 
the corps area of responsibility on special corps 
Cl missions. 

b. Location. The Cl section normally operates 
from the Cl branch of the corps G2 section. 

c. Communications. The Cl section has vehicle- 
mounted radio equipment which provides a lim- 
ited internal radio net for Cl operational activi- 
ties. The section must rely on the corps com- 
munication system for additional communications. 

9-4 

9—111. (Imagery Inîerpreîaîioin (Dll) Plaftoon 
a. General. The II platoon provides photo- 

graphic, IR and radar imagery interpretation 
support to the corps. Under the direction of the 
corps G2 air, the II platoon may also provide 
temporary augmentation support to subordinate 
division when imagery requirements of the divi- 
sion exceed their capabilities. 

b. Organization and Employment. The corps 
II platoon is organized to provide a Platoon Head- 
quarters, an II section, a photo lab section and 
a data terminal section. 

(1) The platoon headquarters is the control 
element of the platoon. The platoon leader ad- 
vises the corps G2 Air on letters pertaining to 
aerial reconnaissance and the location and deploy- 
ment of TIIF, reproduction facilities and GST. 

(2) The II section contains four TIIF. The 
employment of the platoon, as in the case of its 
divisional equivalents, is oriented around the 
TIIF and its ancillary equipment. TIIF are de- 
ployed by the corps G2 air to meet the operational 
requirements of the corps. Usually, one TIIF is 
employed in the vicinity of the corps G2 air sec- 
tion operating at the corps TOC; one TIIF may 
be collocated with the corps aerial surveillance 
company at the corps instrumented airfield; one 
TIIF may be provided to the corps separate bri- 
gade; and the remaining TIIF will be employed 
at the discretion of the corps G2. 

(3) The photo lab section contains four 
vehicle-transportable imagery reproduction fa- 
cilities. These facilities are deployed as described 
above for TIIF. 

(4) The data terminal section contains four 
GST for reception of IR imagery and four GST 
for reception of SLAR imagery. These GST are 
deployed as described above for TIIF. 

c. Communications. The II platoon uses the 
RATT equipment associated with each TIIF for 
communications necessary in its operational ac- 
tivities. The platoon also uses organic field tele- 
phones to net with the corps communications sys- 
tem. 

9-12. Technieal Dnîelligeiriiee C@lleeîi@ini 
Team (ÂugmenîafîiatD) 

a. General. The primary functions of the tech- 
nical intelligence collection team are to establish 
liaison and coordination with the collection and 
classification companies that operate collection 
points for foreign materiel; to render support to 
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corps tactical field elements in collection ; perform 
on-the-spot technical examination; provide tech- 
nical advice and supervise the evacuation of 
equipment; provide instructions and insight on 
the use of enemy equipment; provide counter- 
measure advice; and recommend on-the-spot de- 
struction of captured enemy materiel, if neces- 
sary. In addition, the team assists corps subordi- 
nate intelligence officers in the accomplishment 
of their individual technical intelligence respon- 
sibilities and provides technical intelligence data 
through the use of technical handbooks and/or 
reference books. The team collects, examines, and 
expedites evacuation of foreign equipment and 
materiel throughout the corps area, as directed. 
The team is responsible for preparing special re- 
ports on significant enemy equipment and pro- 
viding technical advice of immediate value to 
tactical commanders in support of current opera- 
tions. 

b. Employment. In a fast-moving, fluid, tac- 
tical situation, it is imperative that composite 
technical intelligence collection teams (organized 
for task accomplishment from the corps technical 
intelligence collection team resources) go forward 
to tactical units to analyze captured equipment 
or materiel: This is necessary to prevent loss of 
potentially vital technical intelligence informa- 

tion. Photographs, sketches, diagrams, and gen- 
eral observations must be made of equipment for 
immediate tactical application, and to prevent 
loss of technical intelligence information should 
the equipment have to be destroyed in place to 
prevent recapture or loss. 

9-13. MIO Support to Independent Corps 

a. An independent corps may be established 
as the major Army component of joint or com- 
bined operations, or for special tactical employ- 
ment such as stability operations. In this case, 
independent corps forces are provided intelli- 
gence support based on the intelligence require- 
ment of the command in the accomplishment of 
its mission. 

b. MI support to an independent corps may 
range from an augmented corps MI company to 
an MI battalion, field army, depending solely on 
the intelligence needs of the command. Independ- 
ent corps operations of a short term one-mission 
duration are supported by MI assets of field army 
or theater resources. Longer range independent 
corps operations are supported from CONUS in- 
telligence assets (chap 1). MI support for inde- 
pendent corps and small elements participating 
in stability operations is discussed in FM 30-31. 

i 
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CHAPTER 10 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT 
SEPARATE BRIGADE OR ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT 

Section I. GENERAL 

10-1. Mission 
The MI detachment, separate brigade or armored 
cavalry regiment (ACR) (TOE 30-14), has the 
mission of performing specialized intelligence and 
Cl functions which require the employment of 
specialized skills or the utilization of foreign lan- 
guages in support of a separate brigade or an 
ACR. 

10-2. Organization and Assignment 
a. The MI detachment, separate brigade or 

armored cavalry regiment, is assigned to the MI 
battalion, field army, and is attached to the bri- 
gade or regiment on a quasipermanent basis. The 
basis of allocation is one detachment per separate 
brigade and ACR within the field army. Figure 
10-1 is an organization chart of the MI detach- 
ment, separate brigade or armored cavalry regi- 
ment. 

6. MI detachments in support of all types of 
separate brigades and ACR are identical in per- 
sonnel strengths and equipment authorizations. 
Each provide four basic types of intelligence sup- 
port services, OB, intelligence interrogation, II, 
and Cl. General concepts of employment are 
similar to all separate brigades and ACR. 

10-3. Capabilities 

The MI detachment, separate brigade or armored 
cavalry regiment— 

a. Assists the intelligence officer, of a separate 
brigade or an ACR in the specialized fields of 
OB, II, intelligence interrogation, and Cl. 

b. Performs nonspecialized intelligence staff 
functions in addition to assigned specialties. 

c. Lands by parachute or aircraft when in sup- 
port of a separate airborne brigade. 
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* First formal interrogation, screening of suspects, coordination of evacuation, 
and limited document translation. 

** Flexibility exists to organize teams that can provide interrogation support to 
armored cavalry squadron or battalion as required. 

Figure 10-1. Military intelligence detachment, separate brigade or armored 
cavalry regiment (TOE 30-14). 

Section II. COMMAND, CONTROL, AND OPERATIONS 

10—4. General 

The same principles regarding attachment, sup- 
port, command, control, and employment as those 
prescribed for the divisional MI companies apply 
to separate brigade and ACR MI detachments. 
The major distinguishing feature between the 
two types of units is that the detachment is ap- 
proximately Vâ as large in personnel strength 

and equipment authorization as are companies. 
This chapter will be limited to the slight vari- 
ances in employment of the military intelligence 
specialists of the MI detachment with separate 
brigades or ACR. 

10-5. Military Intelligence Support 

a. General. The small size of the separate bri- 
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gade or ÁCR detachment restricts its operational 
capability to support subordinate tactical elements 
of the separate brigade or ACR. 

b. Organization and Employment. Functions 
of the headquarters detachment and the com- 
mander as outlined for divisional MI companies 
apply. The operational elements of the detach- 
ment include an analysis and production section, a 
Cl section, an II section, and an interrogation sec- 
tion. Personnel and equipment increases to meet 
special situations may be provided by augmenta- 
tion teams from TOE 30-500 and TOE 80-600 
(chap 13). 

(1) Analysis and production section. The OB 
specialists are employed by the separate brigade 
or ACR S2 in the same manner as divisional MI 
company personnel. 

(2) Interrogation section. Interrogation per- 
sonnel are used to interrogate PW captured and 
other sources detained by the supported unit, and 
to provide limited interpreter functions. They 
are usually placed in support of subordinate bat- 
talions or squadrons to provide the supported 
unit with immediate-type tactical interrogations. 

(3) Imagery interpretation section. When 

the separate brigade or ACR requires dedicated 
aerial surveillance and reconnaissance support 
for mission accomplishment, a THF, an imagery 
reproduction facility, a GST, and additional II 
personnel may be required. This requirement can 
be fulfilled by the MI company, Corps. The S2 
Air provides staff supervision of the II effort. 

(4) Counterintelligence section. Cl personnel 
are employed by the S2 to provide only Cl serv- 
ices and defensive measures to the command. They 
usually operate from the S2 section of the sup- 
ported unit. 

c. Communications. Each operational element 
of separate brigade and ACR MI detachments is 
equipped with vehicle-mounted radios and with 
field telephones for connection into the supported 
unit’s communications system. The detachments 
rely on the supported unit to provide additional 
communication support when required. 

d. Independent Operations. Whenever a sepa- 
rate brigade or ACR is employed as an independ- 
ent force in stability or other types of operations, 
the same principles of MI support applicable to 
independent division-size operations apply (para 
8-12). 
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PART III. THEATER ARMY UNITS 

CHAPTER 11 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, TAACOM 

Section I. GENERAL 

11-1. Organization 

a. The military intelligence group, counter- 
intelligence (Cl), TAACOM (TOE 30-60), is or- 
ganized and employed on the basis of one per 
Theater Army Area Command (TAACOM), a 
subordinate command of the Theater Army Sup- 
port Command (TASCOM) (FM 54-7). 

b. This section considers the overall operations 
and employment of the MI group, Cl. Subsequent 
sections will discuss the mission, organization, 
capabilities, employment and operations of its 
subordinate elements. 

c. The MI group, Cl, consists of a headquarters 
and headquarters company, eight MI companies, 
Cl, and a MI detachment, central records facility. 
Figure 11-1 shows the organization of the MI 
Group, CL The MI group, Cl, has no organic 
imagery interpretation capability. When an aerial 
reconnaissance and surveillance unit is assigned 
to TAACOM, a cellular-type MI detachment with 
appropriate imagery processing and interpreta- 
tion capabilities can be assigned to the group 
(chap 13). 

d. The MI group. Cl, provides that intelligence 
and Cl specialist support which is beyond the 
organic capability of the TASCOM subordinate 
commands and which can be centralized for more 
effective and efficient use. TASCOM subordinate 
commands retain intelligence responsibilities and 
resources that are essential to their missions. 

11-2. Capabilities 

The MI group, Cl, provides Cl support for 
TASCOM, all Army units and installations (in- 
cluding headquarters), and other designated agen- 
cies and installations in the TASCOM area. The 
group conducts Cl operations in the TASCOM 

area in support of TA headquarters and the 
TASCOM rear area security mission. The group 
headquarters controls, centralizes and manages 
the personnel security effort, while the subordi- 
nate MI companies conduct the investigations. 
Since counterespionage, countersabatoge, and 
countersubversion operations transcend the bound- 
aries of the area support group (ASGP), subor- 
dinate to the TAACOM, the MI group headquar- 
ters plans and controls these operations. The 
commander, in coordination with the TAACOM 
assistant chief of staff for security, plans and 
operations, makes the necessary adjustments to 
the strength of MI companies to reflect varia- 
tions in Army personnel strength and hostile 
threat in ASGP areas. In general, the group has 
the following capabilities: 

a. Supporting TASCOM, TAACOM, and its sub- 
ordinate ASGP by providing specialized assist- 
ance in the field of Cl. 

b. Commanding, controlling and supervising 
operational, administrative, and logistical func- 
tions $>f subordinate elements. 

c. Planning Cl operations and activities against 
a hostile clandestine threat whose activities tran- 
scend ASGP boundaries. 

d. Exercising centralized control and manage- 
ment of special operations in the areas of counter- 
espionage, countersabotage, and countersubver- 
sion within the TASCOM area. 

e. Supervising the operations of central records 
facility on personnel of intelligence interest to 
TASCOM and other elements within the TA. 

/. Providing liaison with parallel US, host gov- 
ernment, and allied nation intelligence and secu- 
rity activities. 

g. Exercising control of security investigations 
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* Imagery interpretation, when required. 

Figure 11-1. Military intelligence group, counterintelligence TAACOM (TOE 30-60). 

to include personal security investigations and 
complaint-type investigations (CTI). 

h. Supervising and coordinating security serv- 
ices to include Cl surveys and inspections, secu- 

rity education and training programs, and tech- 
nical surveys and inspections. 

i. Providing Cl support for Army nuclear 
weapons systems and facilities. 
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j. Coordinating the allocation of Cl personnel 
resources, based on TAACOM priorities, func- 
tional requirements, and disposition of army units 
and hostile elements. 

k. Exercising technical direction and super- 
vision over centralized group Cl operations. 

l. Assists in rear area protection (RAP) oper- 
ations as required. 

11-3. Concept of Operations 

a. TASCOM operations are threatened by the 
activity of hostile elements whose mission is to 
collect information, disrupt US operations, de- 
stroy materiel and lower US morale in coordina- 
tion with operations of conventional hostile mili- 
tary forces. One type of hostile threat in the 
TASCOM area is carried out by military and 
civilian personnel who, as individuals, employ 
clandestine procedures to collect information and 
commit acts of sabotage. The collected informa- 
tion is employed to provide target data for air 
and missile attack on TASCOM facilities. Larger 
groups of military or civilians operate as guer- 
rillas in the conduct of sudden and sharp attacks 
to destroy service support installations. 

b. The MI group, Cl, is organized and trained 
to operate against the hostile clandestine threat. 
As a by-product of these operations, the group 
will collect intelligence information on guerrilla 
forces but it is not organized, equipped, or trained 
to conduct reconnaissance patrols or other com- 
bat missions against such forces. 

c. Military and civil intelligence activities of 
host governments and allied nations will be en- 
gaged in the conduct of similar operations against 
hostile clandestine agents. The limited strength 
of the MI group, Cl, is predicated upon the ef- 
fort and unique capabilities of these agencies. 
Dependence will also be placed upon these agen- 
cies for clearance actions on indigenous labor 

force personnel requested by TASCOM units. The 
group only contains sufficient personnel to proc- 
ess and maintain control of unit requests. 

d. The MI group, Cl, assists TASCOM unit 
commanders in the exercise of their security re- 
sponsibilities and will conduct interviews, in- 
quiries and other actions necessary to meet de- 
fense investigative service requirements on 
personnel security investigations. This group will 
exercise control and management of such inves- 
tigative activities conducted by its subordinate 
units. This group also exercises centralized con- 
trol and management of personnel security ac- 
tions. The MI group headquarters depends on the 
theater common-user signal system for communi- 
cation with subordinate elements and on the 
personnel and administration (P&A) battalion, 
TAACOM, for the production of P&A reports 
and the maintenance of P&A records. 

e. Command Relationships. 

(1) The MI group, Cl, is assigned to 
TAACOM and functions under the staff super- 
vision of the ACofS, security, plans and opera- 
tions. 

(2) With assigned units—normal command 
relations. 

(3) With units of other commands the group 
exercises coordination of its operations through 
direct liaison with the MI battalion, field army, 
the MI group, theater army and the intelligence 
units supporting theater air force and theater 
Navy. Liaison is maintained with intelligence and 
police services of host governments, allied na- 
tions, and US, and particularly with MP and civil 
affairs units. 

(4) Host government agencies may be re- 
sponsible for providing information on which to 
base clearance actions on indigenous labor force 
personnel requested by a TASCOM unit, depend- 
ing on pertinent status of forces agreements, or 
other appropriate agreements. 

Section II. HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

11—4. Capabilities 

The headquarters and headquarters company 
(TOE 30-66) provides command and staff super- 
vision for the activities of assigned and attached 
military intelligence units ; evaluates the effective- 
ness of group operations; produces and dissemi- 
nates intelligence and counterintelligence within 

its functional areas of responsibility; recom- 
mends to TAACOM changes in operational pri- 
orities and measures to enhance security. 

11-5. Employment 

The headquarters and headquarters company pro- 
vides the personnel spaces and equipment au- 
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thorization necessary for command, administra- 
tion, and logistical support required for the 
operation of a MI Group, Cl. The headquarters 
is dependent upon the area communications sys- 
tem for carrier termination facilities and upon 
the personnel and administration battalion, TAA- 
COM for production of reports and maintenance 
of records. 

11—6. FurüÊfîioiras aindl Meîh@dls 0|peir0iii@ini 

a. General. The headquarters and headquar- 
ters company, MI group, Cl, is organized with a 
group headquarters and a headquarters company. 
The group headquarters consists of a command 
section, SI section, S2 section, S3 section, and an 
S4 section. The headquarters, and headquarters 
company is configured to provide command, con- 
trol and staff supervision of all assigned and at- 
tached military intelligence units in its area of 
responsibility. It can also provide organizational 
maintenance support on organic equipment (fig 
11-2). 

b. The group headquarters command section 
contains the command element and staff of the 
group headquarters which coordinate the activi- 
ties of the other organizational elements of the 
group within the normal function of control, to 
include responsibility for operational and admin- 
istrative command. Personnel are provided to 
execute command responsibility for all budget 
and fiscal matters to include the allocation, expen- 
diture approval, accounting, and auditing of the 
intelligence contingency fund for the group. 

c. The SI section is organized as shown in fig- 
ure 11-3. 

(1) The administrative support branch pro- 
vides for the administration of duty rosters, his- 
torical reports, processing of orders, preparation 
of receipts, packaging and control of classified 
documents, controls of circulation, accountability, 
reproduction and assembly of reports and studies, 
document copy service, and drafting require- 
ments. 

(2) The message center branch provides for 
the operation of the headquarters message cen- 
ter. This includes distribution and dispatch of 
cables, receipt and assignment of actions, opera- 
tion of two teletypes, development and review of 
group electronic communication requirements, 
training of operators and maintenance personnel, 
inspection and supervision of group communica- 
tion installations, and installation and mainte- 
nance of the wire system. 

d. The S2 section develops and supervises group 
personnel security policies and procedures, di- 

rects and reviews reports of personnel security 
investigations on group personnel, develops and 
supervises implementation of physical policies and 
procedures for the group headquarters and its 
subordinate units. The section also performs se- 
curity checks and other counterintelligence ac- 
tivities for the group headquarters as required. 

e. The S3 section is organized as shown in fig- 
ure 11-4. The section develops plans and pro- 
grams for the operations of the group and evalu- 
ates requirements, priorities, resources, personnel 
effort and effectiveness of group operations. 

(1) The security branch coordinates, plans, 
and directs the operation of the three subordinate 
security teams of the branch ; receives, and proc- 
esses requests for security investigations, estab- 
lishes case control and maintains suspense files. 
Functions of the three teams are: 

(a.) The personnel security team receives 
and processes requests for personnel security in- 
vestigations, establishes case control and sus- 
pense files, prepares, assigns, and dispatches lead 
sheets, consolidates and reviews reports of in- 
vestigation, forwards reports containing unfav- 
able or derogatory information direct to the S3 
for disposition. 

(&) The installation security team coordi- 
nates and monitors security inspections and site 
surveys of nuclear weapons systems, their move- 
ments and special ammunitions storage sites; 
reviews subordinate units periodic inspection re- 
ports and forwards to the S3 with recommenda- 
tions for improvement of TAACOM unit/installa- 
tion security programs. 

(c) The countersabotage team reviews, 
collates and analyzes reports of investigation of 
suspected sabotage ; prepares and disseminates in- 
telligence reports and countersabotage technical 
reports; develops, controls and evaluates group 
countersabotage operations ; provides information 
to the TAACOM staff element responsible for 
countersabotage operations. 

(2) The plans and training branch prepares 
plans and programs for development or changes 
in missions, functions and organization of the 
group; and develops and supervises implementa- 
tion of the group training program. 

(3) The overt collection branch receives, col- 
lates, and evaluates information obtained from 
overt sources. It also produces and disseminates 
intelligence which is a byproduct of group opera- 
tions. 

(4) The special operations branch coordi- 
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nates, plans and directs the operation of the three 
subordinate teams of the branch; receives, col- 
lates, and evaluates information on hostile espion- 
age and subversives; collates, and evaluates in- 
formation on hostile espionage and subversive 
threats ; develops, assigns actions, supervises exe- 
cution and evaluates effectiveness of these opera- 
tions; maintains case files and source admin- 
istration records ; produces and disseminates 
intelligence and technical counterespionage re- 
ports. Functions of the three teams are: 

(a) The counterespionage team is con- 
cerned with reviewing, collating, and analyzing 
reports of investigation of suspected espionage; 
prepares and disseminates intelligence reports 
and counterespionage reports ; develops, controls, 
and evaluates group counterespionage operations ; 
provides information to the TAACOM staff ele- 
ment responsible for counterespionage operations. 
The capability exists to provide a mobile team 
in support of subordinate elements of the com- 
mand as required by the operational status. 

(ft) The countersubversion team monitors 
and analyzes all reports received from subordi- 
nate elements. It also prepares and disseminates 
intelligence reports concerning countersubversion 
in the TASCOM area. 

(c) The source administration team main- 
tains case files and source administration records. 

(■5) The technical support branch provides 
intelligence specialist support in the fields of 
DAME, DASE, polygraph operations, and inves- 
tigative photography. Additionally, the branch 
is capable of developing field expedient electronic 
devices as required. 

(6) The liaison team conducts operational 
liaison with other US, host government and allied 
nations intelligence and security agencies. 

FM 30-9 

/. The S4 Section is organized as shown in 
figure 11-5. 

(1) The general supply branch maintains a 
consolidated property book for the group and 
requisitions, draws and issues standard supplies 
and equipment required or authorized the group. 

(2) The intelligence supply branch maintains 
the TA intelligence property account; determines 
requirements for requisitions, procures, stores, 
issues, and maintains records on classified and 
nonstandard equipment and supplies peculiar to 
intelligence operations ; inspects intelligence prop- 
erty records of all TA intelligence units. 

(3) The maintenance branch operates a cen- 
tralized maintenance facility for nonstandard in- 
telligence equipment, i.e., special radios, cameras 
and electrical equipment issued to Theater Army 
intelligence units and insures compliance with 
user maintenance requirements through inspec- 
tion and training. 

g. The headquarters company provides com- 
mand policy supervision and control of company 
elements, draws, issues and maintains records for 
individual clothing and equipment for headquar- 
ters personnel, supervises unit maintenance on 
weapons, vehicles, and equipment of the head- 
quarters, provides administrative logistical sup- 
port for TOE 30-68, central records facility, to 
include: message center, transportation, person- 
nel administration, vehicle organizational main- 
tenance and communications, operates the group 
headquarters mess as required, to include person- 
nel of the central records facility. Additional 
mess personnel have been included to provide for 
operation of a single mess facility for TOE 30- 
66, headquarters and headquarters company and 
the central records facility. 

S4 Sec 

Intel Supply Gen Supply Maint Br 
Br Br 

Figure 11-5. Si section. Ml group, counterintelligence. 
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Section III. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, Ml GROUP, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

15 October 1973 

11—7. Mission 

The MI company, Cl (TOE 30-67) conducts op- 
erations that will enhance personnel and installa- 
tion security of US personnel and facilities in the 
TASCOM area and reduce the hostile clandestine 
threat thereto. 

11—8. Organization 

The MI company, Cl, is an operational element 
of the MI group, Cl. Figure 11-6 shows the orga- 
nization of this company. The company consists 
of a headquarters section, six Cl field office teams 
and an operations platoon headquarters. 

11-9. Capabilities 

The MI company, Cl, is capable of conducting 
security services for an area support group 
(ASGP) to include security investigations of per- 
sonnel, complaint-type investigations, counterin- 
telligence surveys, technical inspections, screen- 
ing of indigenous personnel, processing requests 
for clearances of indigenous personnel, and of 
conducting counterespionage, countersabotage 
and countersubversion operations. It is also cap- 
able of conducting security education training 
programs. 

11-10. Employment 

The MI companies, Cl, are attached to the ASGP 
Company headquarters normally is located in the 
immediate vicinity of headquarters, ASGP, and 
operates under the direct staff supervision of the 
S3, MI group, Cl. The company is in direct sup- 
port of the ASGP to which attached, with the 
director, security, plans and operations being the 
principal contact point on the ASGP staff. The 
MI company, Cl, is configured to provide com- 
mand and control of the Cl function throughout 
the ASGP area as those functions are defined in 
AR 381-103. Subordinate elements of the com- 
pany are located within the area occupied by the 
ASGP. They are normally collocated with the 
larger groupings of service support units or at 
locations which facilitate Cl operations. The de- 
ployment of the subordinate elements is based 
upon the requirements of the MI group, Cl, and 
the ASGP. 

11-11. Functions and Methods of Operation 

a. The headquarters section consists of the 
company commander, first sergeant, and limited 
administrative, mess, supply, and maintenance 
personnel. With the exception of the company 
commander and first sergeant, personnel of this 

Ml Co, 
C 

eld Ofc Op Pit HQ HQ Sec 
Tm 

Sp Op Instl Scty Per Scty 
Sec Sec Sec 

Figure 11-6. Military intelligence company, counterintelligence (TOE 30-67). 
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section do not perform intelligence operational 
functions. 

b. There are six field office teams in each MI 
company. These teams consist of counterintelli- 
gence-trained personnel. The teams are employed 
to secure or neutralize all Cl targets not covered 
or only partially covered by other means ; to con- 
duct Cl inspections and surveys of TASCOM in- 
stallations and personnel; to screen indigenous 
personnel that are to be employed by the US 
Army; to screen refugees and displaced persons 
and other civilians and to determine security im- 
plications on methods of traffic control, pass pro- 
cedures and operations of check points within 
the area of responsibility. The teams also de- 
velop civilian informant networks; direct special 
operations against enemy intelligence and Cl 
agencies in the ASGP area and assist units in 
matters pertaining to security and security 
training. These teams depend heavily on the 
company for administrative support and on local 
Army units for logistical and organizational 
maintenance support. Teams are equipped to 
operate in their mission assignments independ- 
ently. Organic vehicular radios provide commu- 
nications. 

c. Operations platoon headquarters provides 
direction, guidance and supervision of subordi- 

nate elements of the company. Such supervision 
and coordination may require shifting of person- 
nel from one operational element to another. The 
operations platoon headquarters coordinate oper- 
ational liaison within the ASGP and maintains 
continuous contact with the director, security 
plans and operations headquarters, ASGP, and 
the S3, headquarters, MI group, Cl. The opera- 
tions platoon headquarters is responsible for con- 
trolling operations of a special nature directed 
against enemy intelligence and Cl agencies oper- 
ating in the ASGP area. Operations of this na- 
ture are controlled centrally from the operations 
platoon headquarters and executed by the special 
operations section described below. These oper- 
ations are compartmented from all other company 
activities and operations. Three sections com- 
prise the operations platoon headquarters. 

(1) The installation security section per- 
forms security inspections, Cl surveys and other 
security services as required. 

(2) The special operations section investi- 
gates enemy activities of Cl interest and distrib- 
utes reports of data collected. 

(3) The personnel security section performs 
personnel security investigations, checks and file 
searches to include complaint-type investigations 
when so directed. 

Section IV. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT, 

CENTRAL RECORDS FACILITY 

11-12. Capabilities 

The MI detachment, central records facility, re- 
ceives, screens, extracts and files personnel data 
and operational reports, maintains central index 
and personnel dossier files, opens new, or updates 
existing dossiers, conducts file searches, maintains 
operational files for Headquarters, MI Group Cl, 
provides data in support of area intelligence, 
counterespionage, countersabotage, and counter- 
subversion for group and other intelligence 
agencies. 

11-13. Employment 

When the MI detachment, central records facility, 
is employed, it is collocated with the headquarters 
and headquarters company, MI group Cl, since 
the detachment relies upon the group for admin- 
istrative and logistical support. 

11-14. Functions and Methods of Operation 

See figure 11-7. The MI detachment, central 
records facility, is organized with a detachment 
headquarters, dossier section, file section, and a 
service section. The detachment is configured to 
provide the TA with a central records facility 
responsive to the needs of intelligence units and 
activities within the TA area. The detachment 
operates under the direct supervision of the group 
S3. The detachment is dependent upon the group 
for its administrative, communication and logis- 
tical support. It maintains its own message cen- 
ter and teletype terminal, and provides for its 
own control of classified documents. 

11-15. Functions and Methods of Operation 

a. Detachment Headquarters. The headquar- 
ters provides personnel to command and control 
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Figure 11—7. MI detachment, central records facility (TOE 30-68). 

the detachment. It also provides personnel for 
operational administration requirements of the 
detachment. 

b. Dossier Section. The dossier section main- 
tains and updates personality dossiers and opens 
new dossiers as required. Reports from intelli- 
gence units are screened and pertinent informa- 
tion is extracted for inclusion in the dossiers. 

c. File Section. The file section maintains a 
central personality index file, a dossier file, and 
operational files for Group Headquarters. 

d. Service Section. The service section conducts 
file searches in response to requests to provide 
users with information pertaining to area intelli- 
gence, counterespionage, countersabotage and 
countersubversion operations. 
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CHAPTER 12 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP, THEATER ARMY 

Section I. GENERAL 

12-1. Organization 

a. The military intelligence group, theater 
army (TA) (TOE 30-40), is organized and em- 
ployed on the basis of one or more per TA. Fig- 
ure 12-1 shows the organization of the MI group, 
TA. 

6. This section considers the overall operations 
and employment of the MI group, TA. Subse- 
quent sections will discuss the mission, capabili- 
ties, organization, employment and operations of 
its subordinate elements. 

c. The MI group, TA, assigned to the TA which 

Theater 
Army 

Ml Gp, 
Theater 

Army 

HHC Ml Det, II Ml Det, Intg 

Ml Det, SAP* Ml Bn, Col 

Ml Det, Cl 

Ml Co, TI-PDN 

* When required. 

Figure 12-1. Military intelligence group, theater army (FOE 80-40). 
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it supports, consists of a headquarters and head- 
quarters company; MI detachment, counterintel- 
ligence; MI company, technical-intelligence-pro- 
duction; MI detachment, imagery interpretation; 
MI detachment, interrogation; MI battalion, col- 
lection ; and a MI detachment, security assistance 
force, when required. The headquarters and 
headquarters company provides command, con- 
trol and support services for the group and se- 
lected intelligence specialists to augment the or- 
ganic TA G2 staff and theater J2 staff. The 
operational companies support the TA headquar- 
ters with specialized intelligence support as in- 
dicated by their designation. 

12—2. CeapabílilíDes 
a. The MI group, TA, assists in performing 

those intelligence activities for which the TA 
headquarters retains centralized control. The 
group relies on CONUS MI resources to provide 
the necessary MI units and personnel as require- 
ments are established in the theater. In addition, 
the MI group, TA, provides intelligence specialist 
support to TASCOM and TAACOM as required. 
It also plans and conducts specialized intelligence 
collections operations in designated areas. In gen- 
eral, the group has the following capabilities : 

(1) Commanding, controlling, and support- 
ing assigned MI units, as required. 

(2) Providing interrogation and document 
translation support to TA or other commands as 
directed. 

(3) Planning, conducting, and/or supporting 
intelligence collection operations, as required. 

(4) Infiltrating and exfiltrating trained per- 
sonnel into specified areas by air, land, or sea. 

(5) Providing for selective examination, 
evaluation, and classification of captured enemy 
materiel, and dissemination of TI derived there- 
from, and the coordination and execution of evac- 

uation plans and procedures for captured enemy 
materiel. 

(6) Providing for specialized, long-range, Cl 
special operations and specialized interrogation 
in support of counterespionage countersabotage, 
and countersubversion operations. 

(7) Providing II support to TA and other 
commands as required. 

(8) Providing army representation in the 
joint interrogation center, joint document ex- 
amination center, joint technical intelligence cen- 
ter, joint censorship activity, and the joint im- 
agery interpretation center, as required. 

(9) Providing MI staff advice and planning 
assistance to other theater and TA elements, as 
required. 

(10) Liaison with TA, joint headquarters, 
host country, and other commands, as required. 

(11) Coordinating liaison requirements for 
each functional element of the group with other 
services, TA, and other commands, as required. 

(12) Providing specialized intelligence sup- 
port to a security assistance force (SAF) when 
required. 

6. The MI group, TA, operates in DS of TA 
headquarters and in general support of the MI 
battalion, field army, and the MI group, CL If 
the theater commander establishes joint intelli- 
gence facilities, the MI group, TA, can provide 
intelligence support to the army element of such 
joint facilities. 

c. The MI group, TA, coordinates closely with 
comparable intelligence units of other component 
commands to provide timely exchange of intelli- 
gence information, consolidation of appropriate 
operations, and elimination of conflicts and du- 
plication. The MI group, TA, exchanges liaison 
personnel with the MI battalions in the field army 
to insure close coordination of operations and to 
permit orderly transfer of Cl operational cases. 

SeeïiM DD. HëâBQUARTëRS AMO) HlA0©UAi?i^S COMPANY, 
MöUTAßY INTSHLIOEMCI GROUP, TTA 

12—3. Mossoomi 
The headquarters and headquarters company 
(TOE 30-42) provides command, less opera- 
tional control, of all units of the group. It pro- 
vides limited administrative and logistical sup- 
port to organic and attached units, and it aug- 
ments the theater headquarters J2 staff, the 
theater army G2 staff, the office of the assistant 

12-Ë 

chief of staff for security, plans and operations 
of the TAACOM, and the intelligence directorates 
of the ASGPs subordinate to the TAACOM. 

12-4. ©rgamozeofoerD 
The organization of the headquarters and head- 
quarters company is organized into four distinct 
functional elements, the headquarters company. 
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the group staff, theater headquarters support 
and TA headquarters support, as shown in fig- 
ure 12-2. The organization of the various ele- 
ments within the company are reflected under 
the headings which reflect the functions of these 
elements. 

12—5. Capabilities 
The headquarters and headquarters company— 

a. Provides personnel to augment the theater 
J2 staff in the fields of Cl, scientific and technical 
intelligence, censorship, collection, strategic in- 
telligence, editorial support and aerial surveil- 
lance. 

b. Provides personnel to augment the strategic 
intelligence function of the TA G2 staff. 

c. Provides personnel to perform intelligence 
analysis in support of the TAACOM and the 
ASGPs. 

d. Provides liaison with the field army, joint 
command, and combined command. 

e. Provides limited administrative and logis- 
tical support for all units of the MI group, TA. 

12—6. LoeaHon 

The headquarters and headquarters company is 
located in close proximity to the supported TA 
headquarters. 

12-7. Command and Control 

a. The commander, MI group, TA, under the 
staff supervision and direction of the theater J2 
or TA G2, as directed by the theater commander, 
plans, coordinates, and controls all operational 
activities of the group, except for personnel who 
are under direct operational control of, and who 
augment, the theater J2 staff, TA G2 staff, and 
ASGP intelligence directorates. In the case of the 
latter personnel, the commander retains admin- 
istrative control and monitors the efficiency, op- 
erational status and training of them. 

b. The commander, MI group, TA, maintains 
informal liaison with supported intelligence staff 
elements within the theater area and responsi- 
bility to insure the accomplishment of the mis- 
sion. 

Gp Staff 

HHC 

Theater HQ 
Spt 

Theater Army 
HQ Spt 

HQ Co 

Figure 12-2. Headquarters and headquarters company, MI group, TA (TOE 80-12)' 

Section III. 

12-8. General 
a. The commander, MI group, TA, is assisted 

by the unit staff of the MI group, TA, (fig 12-3), 
which consists of an executive officer, adjutant 
(Si), security officer (S2), operations and train- 
ing officer (S3), and supply officer (S4), and 
budget and fiscal officers; and a special staff 
which consists of the communications-electronics 
officer, maintenance officer, and headquarters 
company commander. 

GROUP STAFF 

b. Routine duties of these officers are listed in 
FM 101-5. Other duties associated with the in- 
telligence activities of the group headquarters 
are described in this section. 

12—9. SI Section 
a. The Si, as the principal staff officer for per- 

sonnel and other administrative matters, must 
adjust personnel strength between the various 
elements in the group to insure mission accom- 
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plishment. This includse becoming knowledgeable 
of the special skills required in these elements, 
e.g., DAME, DASE qualifiers. 

b. The SI must insure that the personnel sec- 
tion compartments personnel records of selected 
members of the group assigned to special or sen- 
sitive operations, except for the MI Battalion, 
Collection, which maintains its own personnel 
records. 

12—10. S2 Section 

a. The S2 directs the security section of the 
group headquarters to include issuing and re- 
ceipting for badges, credentials, and other special 
identification that may be required for personnel 
within the group. Security and supervision by 
the S2 are carried out only for and within the 
group. Security activities in support of the thea- 
ter headquarters, TA headquarters, and ASGP 
headquarters, are treated as operational and are 
conducted by operational Cl elements of the MI 
group, Cl. 

b. The S2 supervises the SI section in the 
maintenance of special personnel clearance regis- 
ters, and performs internal security reviews in 
cases involving personnel assigned to sensitive 
positions within the group. 

12—11. S3 Section 

a. The S3 has staff responsibility for matters 
pertaining to planning, conducting, and super- 
vising the groups operations and training. He 
directs the activities of the S3 section. 

b. In addition to the S3, the S3 section con- 
tains an assistant S3, two liaison officers, an oper- 
ations sergeant and two enlisted intelligence spe- 
cialists. The functions of current operations, 
planning and supervision as well as training, files, 
and S3 branch functions are discussed in para- 
graph 3-9 for the headquarters, MI battalion, 
field army, and are applicable also to this section. 

12—12. S4 Section 

In addition to normal supply functions, the sup- 
ply officer supervises the S4 section in the pro- 
curement, storage, maintenance, and issue of 
special technical materiel and equipment and 
confidential supply items required by operational 
elements of the battalion as defined in AR 381- 
143. Paragraph 3-lOb provides further detail on 
this equipment. 

12-13. Budget and Fiscal Officer 

The budget and fiscal officer serves as a staff offi- 

Gp Staff 

Gp HQ Sec SI Sec S2S ec S3 Sec 

Budget & S4 Sec 
Fiscal Sec 

Figure Its. Staff, MI group, theater army. 
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cer because of the fiscal and budgetary peculiari- 
ties of certain intelligence operations in the 

Section IV. THEATER 

12—14. Organization 

The theater headquarters support element is or- 
ganized into eight teams as shown in figure 12-4. 

handling and administration of intelligence con- 
tingency funds and commodities (AR 381-141). 

HEADQUARTERS SUPPORT 

12—15. Mission 

These teams are assigned to the theater headquar- 
ters and integrated into the J2 staff. They pro- 
vide augmentation to the J2 office in the fields of 
Cl, scientific and technical intelligence, censor- 
ship, collection, strategic intelligence research, 
editorial support and J2 air support. 

J2 Spt Tm 

J2 Coll Tm 

Theater HQ 
Spt 

J2 Cl Tm 
J2 Scientific 

& Tl Tm 
J2 Censorship 

Tm 

J2 SIRA Tm J2 Ed Tm J2 Air Spt 
Tm 

Figure 12-4. Theater headquarters support, MI, TA 

Section V. THEATER ARMY HEADQUARTERS SUPPORT 

12-16. Organization 

The TA headquarters support element (fig 12-5) 
is comprised of the following: the TA support 
team, the TAACOM team, and eight ASGP teams. 

12-17. Mission 

a. The TA support team is integrated into the 
TA G2 section to provide a means of producing 
strategic intelligence required by the TA. 

b. The TAACOM team operates under control 

of the assistant chief of staff, security, plans and 
operations of the TAACOM. This team provides 
the capability of producing tactical intelligence 
necessary to support the mission of the TAACOM. 

c. The ASGP teams operate under the con- 
trol of the director of intelligence for their sup- 
ported ASGP. They provide the ASGPs with 
the capability of producing tactical intelligence 
within their areas of responsibility. The head- 
quarters of the ASGP provides mess facilities 
and vehicle and generator maintenance for their 
supporting team. 

12-5 
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Theater Army 
HQ Spt 

Theater Army 
Spt Tm 

Theater Army 
Area Comd 

Area Spt Gp 
Tm 

Figure 12-5. Theater army headquarters support, MI group, theater army. 

Section VI. THE HEADQUARTERS COMPANY 

12—18. Organization 

The headquarters company is organized into 
three sections—company headquarters, commu- 
nications section, and maintenance section (fig 
12-6). 

12—19. Mission 

a. The company headquarters provides— 

(1) Command, administrative and logistical 
support for elements of the company. 

(2) Operates a mess for personnel of the 
company headquarters; communications section; 
maintenance section ; group headquarters ; MI 

detachment, II ; MI detachment, interrogation, 
and the MI detachment, Cl. 

h. The communications section advises the 
group staff on matters pertaining to internal and 
external communications of the group and nor- 
mal or special communicaitons equipment re- 
quirements. 

c. The maintenance section provides organiza- 
tion level maintenance for vehicles and gener- 
ators of the company headquarters, the commu- 
nications section, group headquarters, the 
TAACOM team, the MI detachment, interroga- 
tion, the MI detachment, II, and the MI detach- 
ment, Cl. 

HQ Co 

Maint Sec Comm Sec Co HQ 

Figure 12-6. Headquarters company, MI group, theater army. 
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Section VII. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT, 
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

12-20. Mission 

The MI detachment, counterintelligence (TOE 
30-49), performs specialized long-range Cl spe- 
cial operations and interrogaiton functions which 
require special skills or. utilization of foreign 
languages in support of TA or a combined/uni- 
fied command. 

12-21. Organization 

The MI detachment, Cl, is organic to the MI 
group, TA, and is one of its operating entities. 
Organization of the detachment is shown in fig- 
ure 12-7. 

12-22. Capabilities 

The MI detachment, Cl— 

a. Provides the TA centralized and specialized 
interrogation in support of counterespionage, 
countersabotage, and countersubversion opera- 
tions. 

b. Conducts Cl operations to prevent, detect, 
or neutralize hostile espionage activities at their 
base of opeartions. 

c. Provides a highly specialized Cl special op- 
erations capability in support of national, thea- 
ter, TA, field army, and TASCOM requirements. 

12-23. Command and Control 

a. The MI detachment, Cl, is under the oper- 
ational control of the MI group, TA. Staff super- 
vision of the operation activities of the detach- 

Ml Det, Cl 

Op Pit Det HQ Cl Sec 

Pit HQ & Source 
Admin Sec Op Sec 

Tech Spt Civil Scty Intg Tm 
Sec Sec 

Figure 12-7. Military intelligence detachment, counterintelligenee. 
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ment is exercised by the Cl section, TA G2, 
through the group S3. 

b. The commander of the MI detachment, Cl, 
is the senior Cl officer of the group. The detach- 
ment commander advises the group commander 
on Cl special operations within the theater. 

12-24. Detachment Headquarters 

а. General. The detachment headquarters con- 
sists of a commander, budget and fiscal officer, 
detachment sergeant, and two enlisted personnel. 

б. Location. The detachment headquarters is 
usually located in the vicinity of, or within the 
area of the MI group headquarters. The detach- 
ment can be remotely located and operate sepa- 
rately when required but in such cases, the or- 
ganic support elements of the detachment head- 
quarters require personnel augmentation from 

group assets. It closely coordinates its activities 
with the MI group, Cl, and with other Cl elements 
in the field army. 

12-25. Operations Platoon 

The operations platoon consists of the platoon 
headquarters and operations sections, source ad- 
ministration section, civil security section, inter- 
rogation teams, and technical support section. 
These sections perform the normal duties as indi- 
cated by their titles except for the interrogatión 
teams which perform highly specialized Cl in- 
terrogations in supoprt of the Cl sections. 

12-26. Counterintelligence Sections 

The detachment has four Cl sections, consisting 
of two teams each, which concentrate on high- 
level Cl special operations as described in AR 
381-141 and FM 30-17A. 

Section VIH. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE-PRODUCTION 

12—27. Mission 

The MI company, technical intelligence-produc- 
tion (TOE 30-48), is responsible for the dissemi- 
nation of intelligence derived from the selective 
examination, evaluation, and classification of 
enemy materiel collected and evacuated from the 
field army. 

12—28. Organization 

The MI company, technical intelligence-produc- 
tiontion, is an operating element of the MI group, 
TA. Figure 12-8 shows the organization of this 
company. 

12-29. Capabilities 

The MI company, technical intelligence—produc- 
tion— 

a. Examines, evaluates, and classifies captured 
enemy materiel. 

b. Prepaers and disseminates TI reports, sum- 
maries, and analyses. 

c. Prepares and maintains TI records and files. 

d. Participates in the interrogation of PW and 
processing information derived therefrom. 

e. Operates as a control center for a coordi- 
nated technical intelligence program within the 

theater army to include monitoring the war 
trophy program. 

f. Prepares captured enemy materiel for evac- 
uation as required. 

12-30. Limitations 

This unit is dependent upon the general chem- 
ical laboratory (TOE 3-97) for field laboratory 
support. In addition, this unit is supplied photo- 
graphic processing support from the Army signal 
battalion (TOE 11-95). Augmentation can be 
provided from TOE 30-600 when appropriate to 
meet additional operational requirements (chap 
13). 

12-31. Command and Control 

The MI company, technical intelligence-produc- 
tion, is under the operational control of the MI 
group, TA. Staff supervision of the operational 
activities of the company is exercised by the 
group S3. 

12-32. Company Headquarters 

The company headquarters is composed of a com- 
pany commander, chief technical intelligence 
NCO, and administrative, mess, communications, 
supply and maintenance personnel who perform 
the normal functions assigned to such personnel. 
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12—33. Support Platoon 
Support platoon is composed of platoon head- 
quarters, photographic section, receiving and 
shipping section, and translation section. These 
sections perform duties in consonance with their 
titles in support of the evaluation and analysis 
platoon. 

12—34. Evaluation and Analysis Platoon 
The evàluation and analysis platoon is composed 
of a platoon headquarters, communications-elec- 
tronics section, weapons-munitions section, gen- 
eral supply and equipment section, mobility sec- 
tion, and medical section. The personnel assigned 
to these sections are technical intelligence trained 
personnel from the combat service and combat 
service support branches and perform duties as 
indicated by the titles of each of the sections. 

Ml Co 
Tech Intel- 

Pdn 

Eval & Anal Co HQ SptPIt 
P t 

Comm/Elect Pit HQ Photo Sec Pit HQ 
Sec 

Wpn/Mun Rec & Ship Gen Sup & 
Equip Sec 

Transi Sec 
Sec ec 

Mobility 
Med Sec 

ec 

Figure 12-8. Military intelligence company, technical intelligence production. 
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Section IX. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT, 
IMAGERY INTERPRETATION 

12-35. Mission 

The MI detachment, II (TOE 30-8), performs 
detailed interpretation of aerial imagery pro- 
vided by the aerial reconnaissance element sup- 
porting the TA. 

12—36. Organization 

The MI detachment, II, is an operating element 
of the MI group, TA. Figure 12-9 shows the 
organization of this detachment. 

12—37. Capabilities 

The MI detachment II: 

а. Provides the TA intelligence staff officer 
with assistance in production of strategic, com- 
bat, and target intelligence for use in TÁ opera- 
tional and contingency planning or studies and 
the establishment of an intelligence data base for 
tactical units when committed. 

б. Provides II support to the TA headquarters 
to process, interpret, and reproduce SLAR, IR, 
and photographic imagery acquired by support- 
ing air elements. 

c. Provides liaison with reconnaissance ele- 
ments supporting the TA. 

d. Maintains the TA library for aerial imagery. 

e. Provides army representation within the 
TA joint imagery interpretation center (JIIC), 
if established. 

12-38. Location 

Since the detachment processes imagery provided 
by the G2 by the TAF, this element can either 
be located at one or two tactical air force (TAF) 
reconnaissance airfields, or near the TA head- 
quarters. 

12—39. Command and Control 

Details relating to command and control of II 
units are covered in FM 30-20 and FM 30-35. 

12-40. Detachment Headquarters 

Detachment headquarters is composed of a de- 
tachment commander, detachment clerk and 
driver who perform the normal duties as indi- 
cated by their positions. 

Det HQ Library & 
RptSec 

Ml Det, II 

Repro Sec 

Pit HQ Intel & Op 
Sec 

II Pit 

II Sec 

Figure 12-9. Military intelligence detachment, imagery interpretation (TOE SOS). 
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12-41. Library and Reports Section 

The library and reports section prepares final re- 
ports as produced in draft form by the II pla- 
toon. It also maintains the TA library for all 
imagery required by the TA headquarters for 
studies and plans. 

12—42. Reproduction Section 

The reproduction section has a limited capabil- 

ity to reproduce imagery for the TA G2 and G3 
sections to be used for planning military opera- 
tions. 

12-43. Imagery Interpretation (II) Platoon 

The II platoon is composed of the platoon head- 
quarters, intelligence and operations section and 
two II sections. These sections perform those 
duties as outlined for similar platoons in FM 
30-20 and FM 30-35. 

Section X. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT, 
INTERROGATION 

12-44. Mission 

The military intelligence detachment, interroga- 
tion (TOE 30-44), performs intelligence func- 
tions of interrogation and document translation 
in fulfilling requirements of the TA or joint 
command. 

12—45. Organization 

The MI detachment, interrogation is an operating 
element of the MI Group, TA. Figure 12-10 
shows the organization of this detachment. 

12-46. Capabilities 

The MI detachment, interrogation— 

a. Provides the TA intelligence staff officer 
with support in interrogation of human re- 
sources. 

b. Provides three interrogation sections for in- 
terrogation of human resources at three army 
PW camps. 

c. Provides army representation within the TA 
joint interrogation center, if established. 

d. Provides the TA intelligence staff officer with 
support in document examination, translation, 
and reproduction. 

e. Provides army representation within the 
theater army Joint documentation examination 
center, if established. 

Det HQ 

Ml Det, Intg 

Op Sec Docu Exam 
Sec 

Intg Sec 

Figure 12-10. Military intelligence detachment, interrogation (TOE S0-H). 
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/. Provides and maintains a microfilm library 
of foreign documents and publications containing 
intelligence information. 

12—47. Command and Control 

This unit is dependent upon MP organizations at 
each TA PW camp for providing access to secure 
teletype facilities for reporting priority informa- 
tion as well as for supply, logistics, mess and 
maintenance support. 

12—48. Detachment Headquarters 

Detachment headquarters is composed of a com- 
mander, a detachment sergeant and two enlisted 
personnel who perform the normal duties asso- 
ciated with these positions. 

12—49. Operations Section 

The operations section manages the operational 
sections of the company. 

12—50. Document Examination Section 

The document examination section translates doc- 
uments for referral to the appropriate activity, 
e.g., ASA, Cl, or TI; or performs translation 
duties for the TA G2 or theater J2. 

12—51. Interrogation Sections 

The three interrogation sections perform interro- 
gation duties at the TA PW or civilian internee 
facilities, or perform specialized interrogation 
functions for the TA G2 or theater J2 as directed. 

Section XI. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION, COLLECTION 

12—52. Mission 

The MI battalion, collection (TOE 30-45), ful- 
fills special TA intelligence requirements that can- 
not be obtained through other collection means. 
It augments the effort of the MI Company, Col- 
lection, organic to the MI battalion, field army 
(chap 6). 

12—53. Organization 

The MI battalion, collection, is an operational ele- 
ment of the MI group, TA. The battalion consists 
of two operational companies with area intelli- 
gence officer, wararnt officer, and enlisted special- 
ists, organized into cellular operational teams, and 
a headquarters and headquarters company with a 

limited number of nonoperational personnel; i.e., 
administrative, mess, supply, and maintenance, 
which are included in the battalion headquarters 
to provide an organic support capability for the 
units and its personnel. Figure 2-11 shows the 
organization of the battalion. 

12-54. General 

The MI battalion, collection, operates under the 
operational direction of the MI Group, TA, com- 
mander through the group S3 section. 

12-55. Operations 

Details concerning the organization, capabilities, 
employment, and operations of the MI Battalion, 
Collection, are contained in FM 30-18. 

HHC 

Ml Bn, Coll 

Ml Co, Coll 

Figure 12-11. Military intelligence battalion, collection (TOE 30-15). 
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Section XII. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT, 
SECURITY ASSISTANCE FORCE 

FM 30-9 

12-56. Mission 

The military intelligence detachment, security as- 
sistance force (SAF) (TOE 30-37), provides in- 
telligence support to a SAF deployed to augment 
a military assistance advisory group or other US 
Army forces engaged in stability operations. This 
subject is provided by mobile training teams 
(MTT) to train indigenous personnel and an ad- 
visory team to support the SAF headquarters. 

12-57. Organization 

The. MI detachment, SAF, is assigned to the MI 
group, TA, only as required. Figure 12-12 shows 
the organization of this detachment. 

12-58. Capabilities 

The MI detachment, SAF— 

a. Provides MI components to MTT in support 
of SAF operations. 

b. Provides a MI team to support the SAF head- 
quarters in an advisory and assistance role. 

c. Staffs the above teams with the following 
skills : Intelligence interrogation, II, OB, area in- 
telligence, and Cl. The following technical skills 
are also included : DAME, DASE, polygraph, and 
investigative photography. For further details re- 
garding these skills, see paragraphs 1-12 and 
1-13. 

12-59. Command and Control 

This unit is dependent upon its parent or sup- 

ported unit for personnel services and mainte- 
nance support. 

12-60. Detachment Headquarters 

Detachment headquarters is composed of the de- 
tachment commander, operations/executive offi- 
cer, detachment sergeant, and supply, mess, ad- 
ministration and communication personnel who 
perform the normal duties of their title. 

12-61. Combat Intelligence Section 

This section is composed of intelligence interroga- 
tion, OB, and II teams for the MTT. Intelligence 
interrogation teams may be augmented by inter- 
preters when necessary. 

12-62. Counterintelligence Section 

The Cl section mans the MTT with DAME, 
DASE, polygraph, and investigative photography 
specialized skills. The section also provides inter- 
nal security for SAF HQ and the MTT. 

12-63. Area Intelligence Section 

This section does not engage in operations, but 
consists of two teams for MTT support which may 
be further subdivided. Additionally, this section 
will advise the SAF headquarters or allied per- 
sonnel on area intelligence. 

12-64. Augmentation 

A ground surveillance team is assigned to this 
unit as required for advice and training. Addi- 
tionally, the parent unit can attach additional per- 
sonnel as required. 
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Ml Det (SAF) 

1 

Area Intel Cbt Intel Aug/Gnd Survl Det HQ 
Sec Sec Tm 

Cl Sec Intg Tm OB Tm 

C Tm Cl Tm 
II Tm (DAME) DASE 

Cl Tm 
(Polygraph) 

Augmentation. 

Note: Teams are shown as separate entities to reflect the functional skills. 

Tailored teams, to include multiple skills, may be deployed as required 
by specific missions. 

Figure 12—12. Military intelligence detachment, security assistance fores 
(TOE SO-37). 
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CHAPTER 13 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE CELLULAR UNITS 

Section I. 

13-1. General 

Two cellular MI TOE are available for use in aug- 
menting existing MI TOE or in tailoring special- 
ized MI units. These TOE are the military intel- 
ligence organization (TOE 30-600) and the 
military intelligence service organization (TOE 
30-500). These cellular TOE provide trained per- 
sonnel to augment and supplement the effects of 

GENERAL 

existing MI units, while adding a minimum of 
administrative and logistic problems. The many 
modes and configurations made possible by the 
cellular construction provide great flexibility to 
the MIOSS. Units may be developed on a “build- 
ing-block” basis by combining appropriate oper- 
ational teams with suitable headquarters/admin- 
istrative teams. 

Section II. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION (TOE 30-600) 

13-2. Types of Support Provided 

The operational teams availàble in TOE 30-600 
perform specialized activities in support of a 
theater of opeartions to include research and 
analysis of information relating to the develop- 
ment of strategic intelligence ; the employment of 
specialized skills ; and the utilization of a foreign 
language. Cl and area intelligence support is not 
provided by this TOE. TOE 30-500, Military In- 
telligence Service Organization, discussed in para- 
graphs 13-5, 13-6 and 13-7, contains cellular 
teams for support in these areas. The headquar- 
ters and administrative teams available in TOE 
30-600 provide command, administrative control 
and operational supervision over organic and at- 
tached elements. The capabilities of units orga- 
nized under TOE 30-600 vary with the size and 
grouping of the selected teams. See FM 101-10-2 
for a detailed breakdown of teams available in 
TOE 30-600. 

13-3. Operational Teams 

The operational teams provide support in the 
fields of intelligence interrogation, interpretation 
of foreign languages, translation of foreign docu- 
ments, OB, editing, technical intelligence, stra- 
tegic intelligence, II and censorship. The skills 
available through these operational teams are dis- 
cussed in paragraphs 1-12 and 1-13. The alloca- 
tion of operational teams with the required skills 
is based upon the operational situation and exist- 
ing workload. 

13—4. Headquarters and Administrative 
Teams 

The headquarters and administrative teams are 
available in platoon, company, battalion and group 
headquarters configurations. The teams are cap- 
able of providing command, administrative control 
and operational supervision, as appropriate, of 
varying numbers of operational teams. Addition- 
ally, the headquarters and administrative teams 
coordinate logistical service and support of their 
assigned teams. 
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Section III. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE ORGANIZATION (TOE 30-500) 

13—5. Types of Support 

The Operational Teams available in TOE 30-500 
perform specialized activities in support of a 
theater of operations to include Cl and area in- 
telligence. The area intelligence aspects of TOE 
30-500 are included in FM 30-18. See FM 101- 
10-3 for a detailed breakdown of teams available 
in TÖE 30-500. 

13—6. Operational Team—Cl 

The operational teams—Cl provide general Cl 
support to include the technical specialities of 
DAME, DASE, investigative photography and 
polygraph operations. The skills available through 
these operational teams are discussed in para- 
graphs 1-12 and 1-13. TOE 30-500 also provides 

for support by specially trained Woman’s Army 
Corps (WAC) personnel when sufficient justifica- 
tion indicates such a need. Allocation of opera- 
tional teams with the required skills is based upon 
the operational situation and existing workload. 

13-7. Headquarters and Administrative 
Teams 

The headquarters and administrative teams are 
available in detachment, company, and group 
headquarters configurations. The teams are cap- 
able of providing command, administrative con- 
trol and operational supervision, as appropriate, 
of varying numbers of operational teams. Addi- 
tionally, teams are available to provide assistance 
in the areas of legal assistance, supply and mess 
operation. 
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Organization and Training for Chemical, Biological, and Radiological 

(CBR) Defense. 
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Employment of Chemical and Biological Agents. 
Employment of Chemical Agents (U). 
Operational Aspects of Radiological Defense. 
Engineer Intelligence. 
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The Infantry Brigade. 
Enemy Prisoners of War and Civilian Internees. 
Combat Flame Operations. 
Military Training Management. 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defense. 
Soldier’s Handbok for Defense Against Chemical and Biological Operations 

and Nuclear Warfare. 
Planning and Conducting Chemical, Biological, Radiological (CBR), and 

Nuclear Defense Training. 
Tactical Communications Doctrine. 
The Law of Land Warfare. 
Organizational Maintenance Management. 
Military Intelligence. 
Stability Operations, US Army Doctrine. 
USASA in Support of Tactical Operations (U). 
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Psychological Operations—Techniques and Procedures. 
Joint Manual for Civil Affairs. 
Civil Affairs Operations. 
Civil Censorship. 
The Division. 
Field Service Regulations. 
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TM 3-210 
TM 3-215 
TM 3-216 
TM 3-220 
TM 30-series 
TOE 30-series 
ATP 30-series 

Armed Forces Doctrine for Chemical and Biological Weapons Employment 
and Defense. 

Fallout Prediction. 
Military Chemistry and Chemical Agents. 
Technical Aspects of Biological Defense. 
Chemical, Biological, and Radiological (CBR) Decontamination. 
Military Intelligence. 
Military Intelligence. 
Military Intelligence. 
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ACR 
ASA 
ASGP 

C-E 
CI 
CONUS 
CP 
CTI 

DAME 
DASE 

GST 

HHC 

H~ 

nt 
JIIC 
MIBARS 

APPENDIX B 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 

Armored Cavalry Regiment 
Army Security Agency 
Area Support Group 

Communications-Electronics 
•Counterintelligence 
• Continental United States 
Command Post 
Complaint-type Investigation 

MI —Military Intelligence 
MIO —Military Intelligence Organization 
MIOSS —Military Intelligence Organiaztion Support 

Structure 
MTT —Mobile Training Team 

OB —Order of Battle 

P&A —Personnel and Administration 

Defense Against Methods of Entry 
Defense Against Sound Equipmentt 

RAP —Rear Area Protection 
RATT —Radio Teletypewriter 

•Ground Sensor Terminal 

Headquarters and Headquarters Company 

SAF —Security Assistance Force 
SIRA >—Strategic Intelligence Research and Analysis 
SLAR —Side Looking Airborne Radar 

Imagery Interpretation 
Infra Red 

•Joint Imagery Interpretation Center 
Military Intelligence Battalion, Aerial Re- 

connaissance and Surveillance 

TA —Theater Army 
TAACOM—Theater Army Area Command 
TASCOM —Theater Army Support Command 
TI —Technical Intelligence 
THF —Tactical Imagery Interpretation Facility 
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